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Graffiti shows
war hazards

One of the many painted figures that appeared aroung the UNH campus sometime Wednesday
night. They are meant to represent shadows cast permanently when a-nuclear bomb is
exploded.(Frank Consentino photo)

Babcock party raises trouble
By Ken Fish
A conflict has risen over an
incident at Babcock Hall involving a UNH Public Safety Officer, who allegedly allowed two
female minors to leave a party
which they entered using false
identification.
UNH student Jeff Bennett,
who called the Public Safety
officer, said Officer Sherman
said he had found two minors
at the party and had told them
to leave the party.

According to UNH Public ,
Safety Major Roger Beaudoin, ·
a Public Safety officer was
dispatched to Babcock Hall _after
receiving a call from a resident
of Babcock Hall sa.ying two
minors were being served al·
cohol.
Beaudoin said the officer went
to the first floor's main lounge,
then went to a person's room.
The officer then talked to the
male occupant of the room and
the two female guests visiting
there._The two females, who

By Patricia O'Dell
Wednesday students noticed white spray painted out-_
lines of human figures on sidewalks on campus.
Responsibility for them is
claimed by two groups. One is
called People Against Nuclear
Vaporization and the other, The
November 6th Coalition. A
_representative of the November
6th Coalition said he and the
· other members of the group
were inspired by the victory of
President Ronald Reagan in
Tuesday's election.
"People must realize we are
closer now to the possible use
of nuclear weapons."
The group is made up of both
students and non-students who
are "concerned people," he said~There are about 25 of the
figures, intended to represent
vaporized human beings. Some
include slogans, such as "Smash
Capitalism" and "Nuclear War."
They are scattered around
campus, appearing near the
Library, Hamilton-Smith Hall,
Thompson Hall Philbrook Din-

ing Hall, Zais Hall, Kingsbury
Hall, Parsons Hall, and Conant
Hall.
According to one bystander,
"it's good we're expressing the
need for nuclear disarmament.
As long as vandalism leads to
a good end, which nuclear
disarmament is, its all right."
But according to student Scott
Lincoln, such vandalism is "the
worst thing I've seen all semester. It's embarrassing and fr 's
disgus_ting. One group does it
and gets away with it and
everyone else does it too."
The figures are a strange way
to get a message across, according to Pat Miller, Executive
Director of Facilities Services.
He questioned whether students will understand what the .
group is trying to say.
While the group concerns are
legitimate, according to Miller,
he qu~stions their methods
because the results cannot be
easi!Y__!~_m_oved. _

were found to be minors,' were
told to leave the premises of the
Vandalism, page 5
hall, Beaudoin said.
UNH graduate student Frank
Barnes said he was checking
photo identification at the door.
He sa id h e was told by an
Resident Assistant (RA) that
Public Safety was coming over ·
in response to a call, from
Babcock Hall, and he should
of Applied Science which opcheck the identification of all By Erika Randmere
eeopl~.9_t residents of Babcock
Highland House farm will be erates the farm.
For ten years, the farm hasclosed down at the end of this
Babcock, page 9
semester because of plumbing provided room and board for
and chimney problems, accord- Thompson School residents at
rates lower than those for
ing to university officials.
living on campus.
students
The 18 students living there
now are forced to move out. On- Students living there were able
campus housing will be available to pay about $500 a semester
in January for any of the stu- less than other university room
would not be as likely to read dents who want it, according ~nd boa!d p_rograms by growing
a m~azine encompassiI!.&_all -to Lewis Roberts Jr., director
of the UNH Thompson School Highland, page 10
SAFC, page 17

Highland House to
close for repairs

·c oncept change defeated
By Dan Landrigan
The Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC) :yesterday narrowly approved a concept for
the Student Press passing it onto
what could be a hard fight in
the Student Senfile in two_w~ks~.

-INSIDE-

UN H field hockey will
play UCONN this Sunday in
the NCAA quarter-finals at
UCON N. See preview, page

24

.
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Each student activity must
prepare a concept each year
outlining the organization's
goals and objectives. The concept must then be approved by
SAFC and the Student Senate.
The Stud-ent Press currently
puts out The Commuter Advocate twice each month . The
Press also produces three magazines once a semester: Catalyst,
a news magazine, Aegis ; a
fiction/ poetry journal, and Celestial Visions, a science fiction
journal.
Doug Mansfield, the Student
Press' Senate Observer proposed a concept change that
would combine all the publications into one monthly magazme. ,
While SAFC defeated the
proposal by a vote of 12-5,
nearly all the student senators
on SAFC favored changing the .
concept.
Student Press officials strong. ly argued against the proposal
in favor of retaining a concept
similar to the present one.
Student Press Director Tim
Burke said the submissions they
receive would not fill a monthly
magazine.
In addition, he said students

Highland House, an alternative living arrangement for ·T-school students is being closed
,
because of a lack of funding.(Frank Consentino photo)
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Cooper: Exercise your right to a long healthy life
By Michelle Evans
People who refuse to exercise invite heart trouble and
early death, according to Dr.
Kenneth Cooper.
Cooper, generally considere4
the founder of the aerobic
exercise movement, addressed ·
a packed Granite State Room
Wednesday night.
"I challenge you with this
question," Cooper said, as a
preface to his presentation . ."If
you' re not involved in exercise,
can you afford not to be?"
Cooper promised his lecture
would provide answers.
The 53-year-old doctor, who
began his innovative studies in
heart disease prevention for the
Air Force, -=as flo't'li,rn in from

died of a heart attack while
jogging in Vermont on July 20,
1984. Fixx had written several
books on his personal fitness
program.
Fixx's death "caused a wave
of concern internationally, within the jogging movement. How
could a man who'd run twenty
m~rathons, and jogged 30,000
miles, die while jogging?"
"First of all, I told the press,
let's keep things in perspective,"
Cooper said. "If you' re treating
an epidemic with medication,
and one person dies, does that
mean the medication is no good?
Why aren't the streets littered
with dead joggers?"
To keep things in perspective,
Cooper added that manv more

deat_hs occur while-people are
play~ng golf than while they are
Joggmg.
Cooper cited facts about
Fixx's history that made him
a prime candidate for death by
heart attack. His father had had
one at age 43, and Fixx had been
a heavy smoker, and overweight
until he reformed at age 35.
. "If he (Fixx) had not changed
h!s hf~style at 35, he might have
died like his father " Cooper
'
said.
Fixx had believed in "the
myt~ of invulnerability," Accordrng to Cooper. Cooper's .
newest book, Running Without
Fear, will cover the dangers of
this myth.
"I couldru ha.lle..heart clis:e~s:e

and run the way I do without cost us milli'"ons each year in
symptoms," was one aspect of public health care.
the myth, Cooper said. In reality,
Lo<?per ~~iticized still-popular
the heart is "masterful" at
diets. The basic problem
fa_d
co_ncealing his symptoms, he
with the Cambridge Diet is that
said.
people were on the Bev"The most common first those
the
symptom of. heart disease is erly Hills Diet last year, and
before."
vear
the
Diet
Scarsdale
sudden death," Cooper said.
Fixx had also refused to take
N~H all types ·of exercise
a "stress test" at Copper'~
Aerobic Activity Center in Dal- qualify as aerobic, Cooper said . .
las when he visited there over As an example, he said that Mr.
Texas, who had superb muscle
the past year.
came to his Cendevelopment,
Cooper asked for a show of
test.
stress
a
for
ter
hands in the audience, to demsubjected
been
had
who
onstrate
"He was barely in the 'poor'
to cardiovascular stress testing.
said,
He was surprised at the large cat~gory of fitness," Cooper
his
of
"specificity"
the
to
owmg
number, since the test has not
yet been popularized in this p::irt training. Power lifting had built
up heavy _muscle mass through
of the country.
The_ test, supervised by a heavy weights and few repetiphysician,· has a person walk or tions, but his heart could only
run on a treadmill until he : take the stress of an "armchair
reaches the level of exhaustion. athlete."
Electrodes taped to the person's
"A world-class sprinter· co~id
chest track the person's heart
only go 16 minutes on the
rate as it rises to maximum level
and then as it cools down during tr~admill," Cooper said. "My
wife could go 22. She's in better
recovery.
The test is used .to determine shape, aerobically, than the
sprinter."
the person 's level of fitness
essential for anyone planning
In order to build up a solid
to embark on a fitness program,
and ~lso reveals signs of disease, "a~robic base", at least twenty
crucial to anyone with a family mrnutes of aerobic exercise
or personal history of heart designed to raise the heart rat~
to its maximum level, is necesproblems.
For the remainder of the sary at least three times a week.
program, Cooper promoted his Cooper outlines many plans,
plan for maximun cardiovas- each adaptable to personal tastes
c~lar fitness, developing, at and lifestyles.
times, a preacher-like intensity
"Don't play down walking,"
using dynamic speech and hand
_ Cooper added. "Walking is a
gestures.
superb program."

c---------------------...:..,-_-.. .-, ---

Dallas by the UNH School of
Health Studies, as part of their
distinguished lecturer series.
According to a June, 1984
Gallup poll, Americans who
now engage in regular exercise
r~presents "one of the strongest
lifestyle changes recorded in a
half-century of polling," Cooper
said.
Since 1968, when Cooper
published his first book, Aerobics, the number of deaths from
heart disease have dropped 27
percent, and deaths from hypertension (high blood pressure) are down 48 percent.
Prior to 1970, Cooper said,
doctors only expected a one
percent increase in the average
American lifespan per decade.
From 1970 to 1984, scientists
estimate that the average lifespan has gone up 4.5 years.
Another offshoot of the aerobic revolution has been a drop
in smoking. While 50 percent
of the population smoked in
1968, only an estimated 30
percent do so now.
Cooper attributes the drop
in deaths to "lifestyle changes
curing the problem. With medication, you' re masking the
problem."
Cooper showed slides of himself jogging with his family. He
wore a slim, single breasted navy
suit, and his thinning hair was
neatly combed over his forehead. Although lined, his face
was free of middle-aged sagging.
Early in his presentation,
Cooper brought up the death
of Jim Fixx, another celebrity· Dr· Kenneth Cooper, the father of the aerobics movement
created by the fitness boom. Fixx _in America spoke in the Granite State Room of the MUB
Wednesday.(Neal Polshuk photo)
... ...

"We don't have to die -as
Cooper concluded his proyo\rng as we die," he said. 'Tm gram with several "inspirationconvinced we don't have to age . al" case histories, such as a man
as fast as we do."
with no feet who had run 24
marathons, with rubber pads
Cooper listed the leading under the stumps.
causes of death amongst males,
aged 35 to 58, heart disease, lung .
"We don't appreciate what
cancer, death on the highway, we have until we lose it," he said.
cirrhosis of the liver, and stroke. "What are you doing to main"These are acts of men, not acts tain your hea~th?"
of God/' he said. "How many
Earlier in the program, Coopare preventable?"
er had asked the crowd to raise
"Your indifference to preven- a hand if they reguarly exercised.
tive medicine is costing me my He compared the enthusiastic
~ax dollar," Cooper said, appeal- response to congregation
mg to those who believe their members answering a minister
lifestyle is a personal matter, who asked them, one Sunday
when, in reality, deaths and morning, how many of them
injuries from oreventable causes prayed regularly.

NEIUS IN BRIEF
High Turnout
Seacoast towns and cities reported voter turnout
ranged from 62 to 89 percent of the registered voters.
. Several weeks ago, however, a report claiming
New Hampshire ranks 34th in the 50 states in the
percentage of turnout, and 31st in the percentage
of eligable vo_ters r~gistered was released by the
New Hampshire Social Welfare Council.
The percentage of voter turnout in Madbury
'
Lee and Barrington ranged from 75% to 85%.
Percentages in Portsmouth and Dover were
between 65% and 75%.

Eight Amendments
L
New Hampshire voters passed eight of the 13
proposed amendments to the state's constitution.

Charter Amended
The amendments will take effect when Gov.
Sununu approves them.
The 13 constitutional -questions were the most
preser:ited to voters in a single election since George
Washmgton was President.

Suit Settled
Lawsuits brought by employees of the Portsmouth
Na val Shipyard against two national asbestos
corportations were settled out of court Tuesday.
Four men and the widow of a fifth received
settlements, the amount of which cannot be disclosed
due to a federal order issued by U.S. District Court
Judge Edward Gignoix.
The five men, one of whom died in 1979, were
suing Raymark Industries and H.K. Porter for $3
million in damages for asbestos related illnesses.

Dover voters approved a public safety-related
amendment to the City Charter Tuesday by a margin
of almost 6 to 1.
The amendment defines the term public safety
employee as an employee of the city's police or
fire departments.
This will make it more difficult for the American
Federation of State County and Municipal Employees
to chal_lenge Dover's contracts with private
compames.
Representatives of the union, which represents
some city employees, claimed the city's charter
prohibits contracts with private firms for such
services as snow and trash removal because the
union claimed, workers providing such ser;ices
are public safety personnel.
All public safety workers must be city employees
'
according to Dover's charter.
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Senate to establish
cheating policy

Case
sets.
preceden
By Dan l-,andrigan
A recent Boston court decision involving a UNH student
protects non-profit universities
from losing tuition credits extended to students in bankruptcy
proceedings.
In 1980, a freshman borrowed
$2,500 from UNH to cover
tuition· until he received a
student loan. The student later
rf>Ceived a federally funded.
student loan, but was suspended
and never paid back the loan.
He has since enrolled in another
institution and recently filed
for bankruptcy.
_
_
Under ba.nkruptcy laws all
federally funded loans must be
repaid and cannot be included
in bankruptcy claims.
However, the student's lawyers argued the bill from the
University should not have to
be paid.
According to LeaAnn Burr,
UNH collections manager, several similar cases have cropped
up in the past, but UNH lawyers
challe1_1,ged th~ case th_i.s tim..e.__
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By Edmund Mander
Clearer guildlines on academic ho11:esty are now being formulated by a committee from
the Academic-Senate.
The present cheatfog policy
is very brief, and leaves too
· many loop holes, said Professor
John Chaltas, chairman of the
Academic Standards, Commit-

'

"If a student (accused
of dishonesty) takes it
to court, we might have
. ... "
a rough ttme

Carin Fishes (1) and Debbie Anthony were two of the volunteer~
counting the paper ballots at the Oyster River High School
last Tuesday.(Babette Lamarre photo)
In his ruling, bankruptcy- discharge."
According to Burr UNH projudge Harold Lavien said, "the
university, a non-profit insti- vi des tuition credit only to
tution of higher education, has, students with loans already
quite properly, taken the stance a p p r o v e d . ftee, w1h~ch his cha!gedd with
UNH offers millions of dolormu atm& t e 1;1ew. co e. .
that the exte.nsion of credit by
niver stt Y is _wor_rie,d
the university to the student lars in _deferred payments for -_ t hThehU
at t e present po 1icy 1sn t
was, in fact, a loan and therefore
sufficiently d_efined~n<;l could
falls within the exception to Bankruptcy, page 18

be vulnerable if challenged by
a student accused of cheating,
Chaltas_said.
"If a student (accused of
dishonesty) takes it to court, we
might have a tough time,"
Chaltas said.
A statement defining plagiarism, cheating in exams and
misrepresentation will be drawn ·
up by the committee, which
consists of six members of the
faculty, an administrator, and
a member of the Student Senate.
The committee will also look
at the way computers can be
used for cheating:___
According to Dean of Student
Greg Sanborn, cheating is not
a s·erious problem at UNH, and
he is_:;iware of only a few cases
each year.
The Academic Standards Committee will seek the advice of
the uO:iversity lawyer, and will
also be consulting with Dean
William Kidder, Chaltas said.

Rock & roll music: Gay group returns to UNH
stairway to hell
By-Ken Fish
Indians had been killed ... He
"Got my bell, gonna take you watch~d th~ir spirits rise ~:rn.~
to hell...!' m gonn.3: get you, Satan of their bodies and enter his,
get you; Hell's bells ... " These HiOll saihd.
f Th R 11·
words, from AC/DC's Hell's
n t e cover o
e o mg
St
·
"G
h
dS
"
Bells, and the music they make
o?es
oats ea. oup w~s
is sending a message to people, a p1Ct1;1re ?fan animals foot !n
according to Pastor David Hill.
a ~ady s h.1gh-heeled shoe. Hill
Hill, a Christian pastor from sa1d c~rtam occult groups 0 .ften
Amherst, Massachusetts, pres- described den:ions wh? mixed
ented his program "No Une human and ammal attnbutes.
Gets Out of Here Alive" to more
Jefferson Starship's album
than 100 people Wednesday "Long John Silver" descri~ed
night, November 7, in room Je~us a~ a b.astard... and as havm~
1101 of Parsons Hall, sponsored an af~atr with Mary Magdalene,
by The Durham New Testa- he said.
ment Fellowship.
He shov.:ed, t]1e back cover of
"Today, in America, it's a 'do- one. o_f Kiss s album cove~s
your-own-thing' mentality, and depICtmg _the fo~r members m
it's a theme we see throughout black leather suits and flashy
·rock and roll music," Hill said.
m~~Ief-up. 1.k h. I'll
f
People in America are doing
you 1 e t 1s,
pray or
what they feel is right in their you afterwards for your bad
own eyes ...but that doesn't make taste," he said, causing the
them right ... (in fact) it's an audience to laugh.
Hill pointed out the use of
absolute contradiction to Jesus
Christ himself," Hill said.
demonic symbols on album
He said he was looking at this covers such as an inverted
issue from a Christian point of pentagon on Rush's Anthem,
view and the "presupposition a sympol supposedly used by
_witches to call on the power of
that there is a God"
Hill explained it was not his the Devil as Hill described. A
intent to "start a hate compaign hexagram (six-pointed star) in
against rock and roll stars."
the old man's lantern on the
Opening his presentation, inside of the album cover of Led
Hill said music is not a neutral Zeppelin's Stairway to Heaven,
force ... "music has an effect on is a demonic corruption of a star
the subconscious and can evoke and is used _by witches to cast
"hexes."
a response in the person."
"Obviously, a lot of this PR.is
He said the power in music
effects especially those people hype by some rock and roll
"who aren't protected on their stars ... Why? What's the influspiritual side; it may have a ence of rock stars on young
subtle effect on their character." people?" he said.
Hill's ·slide-show presenta"Rock stars advocate the 'dotion depicted several album your-own-thing' mentalitycovers from groups such as The ... Some believe there is a uniDoors, Jefferson Starship, Kiss, versal cosmic force we can all
Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, tap into ... This is just pride, and
AC/DC, Blue Oyster Cult and humans have a lot of pride .. .It' s
Motley Crue.
easier for us to believe in a
'Jim Morrison (of the Doors) unj~rsaJ cosmic- power than to
claimed he was motivated by
spirits ... He said he drove by the
Rock n' Roll, page 10
scene of an accident where

By Angela Kent
with their sexual preference and
Approximately 20 men and hopefully the CGA would be a
women attended an organiza- source of help for these people,
t"onal meeting of the Campus he said.
Gay -Allience (CGA) in the
"For me and a lot of my
Sullivan Room of the MUB friends, discovering we were
Tuesday evening.
homosexual caused a lot of
- CGA
-l f ·
d
, a new y- orme organ- confusion and conflict within
ization at UNH, was founded ourselves," he said. "It was hard
by a 19-year-old sophomore, enough for me to resolve my
who wished to remain anonym- self-doubt and guilt, but without
ous, with the idea of providing ,the support I got from my
a support group for homosex- :friends it would have been
uals
impossible."
"When I came here to UNH
''CGA is kind of a w~y to pay
I was shocked and outraged tha; back all the. support and help
no gay organization existed on I got. People were there for me
campus," he said. "Homosexuals when I needed them, and I want
need a place to go for support to be there for others."
and reassurance that they are
He added that' the organizanot alone, especially when they tion will hopefully be a way to
are living away from home."
help improve the relationship
'Homosexuals often have a between homosexuals and
great deal of trouble dealing
·
· - hetersexuals as well.
-

Hiii

- "Everyone 1s welcome to
attend CGA' s meetings," he said.
"In fact, we encourage straight
people who are, say, having
trouble dealing with their
friends' homosexuality to come
with their friends and talk about
it."
He stressed that the confidentiality of all participants and
members of CGA will be protected.
- During Tuesday's meeting,
several proposals were dis ·
cussed, including the possibility
of bringing a film series to
UNH, having guest lecturers,
and using a showcase display
in the MUB. Additional ideas
were having dances and other
social events to facilitate interaction between both homosexuals and_heterosexuals.

Gays, page 18

Pastor David
lectured Wednesday ngiht in Parsons LlOl on the evils of rock-n-roll
music.(Robin Stieff photo)
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The Inquiring Photographer
Q: How do you feel about the -recent
trend toward using vandalism as a means
of expression such as groups putting
up stop rape posters with wallpaper
paste or painting figures on the sidewalks to protest the nuclear arms race?

Junior Wes Powell: "I thi~k it's
a good idea for the primary
reason that it's waking people
up to problems that exist on
campus. They could use a different ways of letting people
know, but this is effectove

~

•

•

Senior Mark Bissell: "These
people have a right to say what
they want, but they should use
other means. This might bring
some negative feelings toward
the group. "

Freshman Glenna Heath: 'T d
say it's definately vandalism.
It destroys the buildings and the
grounds because it's permanent."

Sophomore Ellen Pulsifer: 'T d
say it's effective. It makes people
aware of the danger of having
these weapons."

Junior Rosi Flynn: " I think
people that have something to
say should find a better way of
saying it."

In Observance DI Veterans Dau, The New Hampshire Will not print
on TuesdaU, NOV. 13. The stall DI The New Hampshire Wishes
everuone a haoou and sale vacation.-=---=-- - ------,---- -"'.-

NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB

11--

DELAWARE DESTROYERS
with special guest

SK I SWAP
*& SALE
*

NRBO

*
*

*

NOVEMBER rrl5 (Thuts.) 9-6 p.m.

Sun.,· Dec. 2, 1984
-8 pmUNH Field House
-Tickets on sale
November 15
-4 Tickets per person
*Students only
,1st day (Bring I.D.!)

*
Pl1G1Cfc -

-16 (Fri.) 9-7 p.m.
-17 (Sat.) 9-5 p.m.

(;1rcmitc State ~rn.
h 1t::rn{)1rial, 1J1r:l{)lf') Bldlf')~ *
IJlt\Jlrl 9 [)Gnrlnarn

*

{r Thurs .· (Senate / Merrimack Rm . , MUB)

$9 s.a.f. students
$12 general & at door

Srctt' tJSfc[)
*

-Reserved Seating-

lr:(:)IJl,Pl\v11c lt\]lr !

BRING YOUR USED EQUIPMENT TO THE
SENATE / MERRIMACK ROOM
WEDNESDAY, NOV . 14th BETWEEN 5 AND 11 p.m.

*

:1

-¢t

,;.
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Advising center examined
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,~ALEN DAR
'AFRIDAY, November 9

.

UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: 'John Laurent: 30 Years," and "Once

)By Chris Heisenberg
Dean of Students Gregg Sanborn will meet with President
Gordon Haaland today to discuss the student advising situation.
"President Haaland has indicated that advising is something _w_e_will look int9," _~aJJ.born said. "We haven't had any
complaints, but I know the
students have expr~~s~ concern

with looking _into the problem. __ ' Arts Advising Center.
Upon a Time: Toys and Games from New England's Past," University
The center handles advising
Galleries, Paul Arts.Monday-Wednesday; 10 am-4 pm.Thursdays:
Sanborn also said that the for all undeclared students.
10 am-8 pm. Saturday & Sunday: 1- 5 pm.
undeclared Liberal Arts area was' P-re-sident Roy Lenardson. At
of concern because it contains the time, Lenardson brought it
SATURDAY, November 10
a large number of students who to the attention of Sanborn.
need comprehensive conselling.
Because of the concern ex- _ NICHE COFFEEHOUSE: featuring Tom Serabian. Pop/folk originals
on the guitar. Refreshments sold and board games available. Room
The issue of advisor to stu- pressed by the students last year
7L, Devine Rec Room, 8 pm.
·
dent ratio was first brought up · he (Haaland) wanted to look
by last year'.s Studtnt Body Vice into how we can provide more
MONDAY, November 12
comprehensive advising," SanMany students enter UNH born said. "President Haaland
VETERANS DAY. No classes.
as undeclared_ a~d Senate ;wants to address the quality of
over the situation."
memb~rs have mdicated they :advising. However, it is still
DISCUSSION: with Robert B. Parker, detective fiction writer.
In addition, the Academic feel this may place too la_rge a too early to decide on specifics
110 Murkland, 8 pm.
Senate_has char_ged a commi~tee , burden on the Colleg:_ o_f Liberal - of an action plan.
--JAZZ SERIES: with Dick Hyman: Historic Piano. Strafford Room,
MUB, 8 pm. General $3.50; Student $2.50 ,
·
TUESDAY, November 13
H:tJMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Roman Way," Professor
Richard V. Desrosiers. 104 Pettee Hall, 11 am-12:30 pm. Admission
Free.

The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekl y throughout the academic year. Our offices are h1cated in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH, Durham. N .H . 03824 . Business
Office hours : Mond-a y - Frida y 10 A M -2 PM .. Academic year subscription :
$20.00. Third class posta ge paid at Durham.NH 03824. Adv.crtisers shoulp
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible.for ty pographical or other errors. but will reprint that part ofan
ad\"ertisement i•n which a ty pographical error appears. if notified
immediatel y . POSTMASTER: · send address changes to The Nev-. ·
Hampshire , 151 MU B. UN H. Durham.NH. 03824 . I0.000 copies per issue
printed by .Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine.

/London School of Economics
and Political Science
A chance to study and l_ive in London

Two students fro~ the Thompson School work on the wind powered generator donated to
UNH by meteorologist Don Kent.(Charles Smith Jr. photo)

------VANDALISM-----<continued from page 1)

"The same kind of person · ,:-eally pack much of a punch. I
they're concerned about vap- think most people would disorizing is going to have to go respect the action rather than
around cleaning up their junk. get the message," said Jeff
Its not the same thing as putting Onore, Director of the
up posters with scotch tape," MUB/Student Activities.
Miller said.
The paintings have not been
"I think the painting doesn't repo!"ted as vandalism, accord-

FINDING A JOB
Learn how to find.
the hidden job market
Thurs., Nov 15
3:00-4:30 pm
Grafton Room, MUB
Program sponsored by
Career Planning
& Placement Senice

ing to David Flanders, director
of Public Safety.
Although such incidents have
taken place in the past, they "are ·
not something that could be
described -as frequent," Flanders said.
_

Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas,
One-Year Master's Degrees and
Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes :
Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •
Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •
Econometrics • Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial
Relations • International History • International
Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Personnel Management • Philo'sophy •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social
Administration • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social
Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Anaylsis •
Application forms from:
Admissions Registrar, L.S.E., Houghton Street,
London WC2A 2AE, England, stating whether
undergraduate or po.s tgraduate
and quoting Room 1o.
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NOTICES
ATHLETES AND RECREATION

NINE BALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored
by Games Room/Student Activities. Saturday,
November 10, Games Room, 2 pm
LADIES DOUBLES TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by Games Room/Student Activities.
Bowl three strin_gs under doubles play, highest
total pinfall wins. Monday, November 12,
Games Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 pm
·cLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

, ACCOUNTING STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION: Interested in accounting? Stop by our
office, Room 5, McConnell, Moncfays and
Wednesdays, 9 to 11 am; 12 to 2 pm; Tuesdays,
9 am to noon; 12:30 to 2 pm; Thursdays, 12:30
to 2 pm
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION:
Meet Mondays, Room 21Q,

}.ifcConneJI ,

7 pm

Learn Hebrew, 8·pm
BAHAMAS/FLORIDA KEYS SAILING
TRIP SIGNUP: Sponsored by NH Outing
Club. Spring break trip for March 16-24 aboard
a 45 foot sailing yacht. $350 for the week.
Signup in Room 129, NHOC Office, Memorial
Union.
CHESS CLUB MEETING: Open to players
of all abilities, even those who wish to learn
the game. Tuesda_y, November 13, Room 53,
Hamilton_Smith, 7:30 pm
NH OUTING CLUB SKI SWAP AND SALE:
Buy and sell new and used ski eqiupment from
major retailers in the northeast at Huge
discounts. November 15-17, Memorial U rtion.
9 am to 7 pm Thursday, Senate /Merrimack
Room; Friday and Saturday, Granite State
Room.
NH OUTING CLUB TURKEY TRIP TO
WHITE MOUNTAINS: Friday, November
16 to Sunday, November 18. S1gnup, Room
129, Memorial Union. Call 862-2145 for more
information.
CAREER

INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career-Planning and
Placement. Tuesday, November 13, Forum
Room, Library, 6 p.m.
DISCUSSION-PERSPECTIV ES FOR SUCCESS: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. A panel of five career women will
discuss "Perspectives for Success" as part of
a life and career planning _pro_g_ram for
undergraduate women. Wednescfay, November
14, Memorial Union, noon to 5: 30 pm.
HEALTH

MUB HEALTH RESOURCE BOOTH: Sponsored by Health Services. Monday and Wednesday. Outside Cafeteria entrance, Memorial
Union, 11 am to 1:30 pm. No charge for
students.

COLD CLINIC: Sponsored ~ Health Services.
Monday, 10 am to 2 pm; Tuesday through
Friday, 11am to 3 pm. Basement, Hood House.
No charge for students.
EATING DISORDERS PEER SUPPORT
GROUP: Sponsored by Health Services. Peer
support group for those who are experiencing
any stress ana concerns related to tfi.eir eating
patterns. Thursda_ys, Library, Hood House,
o:30 pm.
BODY IMAGE WORKSHOP: S,.{)onsored by
Health Services. How we "see ourselves.
Examine external factors that influence our
attitudes and perceptions of our bodies.
Tuesday, November 13, McLaughlin, 7 pm.
COMPUTER SERVICES

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
bt:l·•w. Regisration is required. Call 862-3527
or stvp by Room 2E, Stol<e Cluster. Additional
$ 5 cha rp- e for non-USNH personnel. All
courses are held in Stoke Cluster unless
otherwise indicated.

Historian studies
impact of spies
By Susan Moulton
James Bond and other spy
characters have distorted the
public's view of spying, according to UNH History Professor
Douglas Wheeler.
Wheeler is on leave researching espionage and looking at
why secret service organizations
are the way they are today.
Espionage defined by Wheeler, is "secretly discovering the
secrets of other countries."
While espionage has been
glamourized by fiction, it has
been important in history.
Ben Franklin was a high level
secret agent, Wheeler said.
Revo!utionafy _War hero Na-

than Hale was also a spy. He
was hung by the British, Wheeler said.
During World War II even
the boy scouts were thought to
be involved in the secret service
in England.
Heinrich Himmler, head of
the S.S. of the German Nazi
party, was terrified of the boy
scouts during World War II,
Wheeler said. The reason the
boy scouts were thought to be
involved was due to the head
of the boy scouts being a major
spy for the British, he said.
"Spying shoul~ be a more
Espionage, page 19

LOTUS 1-2-3-1,2: Course includes a brief
tutorial on Lotus 1-2-3, an "integrated
applications" progra_m av~i!able for !11-~ny
m1Crocom puters. Buildmg, edit mg and pnntmg
spreadsheets are discussed. Prerequisite:
Familiarity with your particular microcomputer. Tuesday, November 13 and Thursday,
November 15 from 2 to 4 pm. Fee is $6.
WORDSTAR TOPICS: Topic for November
is introduction to print-time line forming
capabilities offered 6y MailMerge. MailMerge,
a program used in conjunction with WordStar,
facilitates the production of repetitive documents. In addition, it permits printout of
a file with different margins (or lme spacing)
than used on screen during text entry.
Wednesday; November 14 from 2 to 4 pm.
GENERAL

COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND
PEACE COURSE-SPEECH: The Nuclear
Arms Race and Nuclear Power. Tuesday,
November 13, Room 142, 7 to 9 pm.
CAREER FORUM: Sponsored by History
Department. History majors interested in
busmess careers. Brown bag, informal. Thursday, November 15, Carroll room, Memorial ·
Union, 12:45 pm.
FINDING A JOB WORKSHOP: Sponsored
!,y Career Planning and Placement. Thursday,
November 15, Grafton Room, MUB, 3 to 4:30
pm.
FAMILY FIRESIDE MORNING: SQonsored
~y Fireside, Forest Park and U naerwood
House. Choice of new games, college woods
nature walk repelling ( 10 years & up) and
slide show. Two sessions, 9 to 10:30 and 10:45
to 12:15. Students, staff, faculty and their
children welcome. Saturday, November 17,
New Hampshire Hall, Lobby, 8:45 am. Sign
up at Forest Park, 862-2742 or Underwood
House. 862-3647.

Wear Glasses
And Want To Fly?
Be part of the Navy aviation team - a Naval Flight Officer. As a flight
officer, you'll be responsible for controlling complex, on-board
weapons and na~gation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As a
flight officer, you'll be given advanced technical training. You'll gain
early responsibility. And you'll have the chance for worldwide travel
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduates
may inquire). Applicants must be no more than 27 years old and have
vision correctable to 20/20. Relocation required Applicants must pass
aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance.
U.S. citizenship required
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual
vacation. MedicaJ/denta1/low-cost life insurance coverage and other
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available.
Promotion program included
PROCEDURE: Send resume to, or call: Naval Management Programs.
Campus Visit on 15 NOV.
LT Jack Baker ·
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210
(617) 223-5476

_ _ Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast _ _

UNH Professor Douglas Wheeler spoke yesterday on espionage
in the Lounge at Smith Hall International Center.(Robin Stieff
photo)

Custom
T-Shirt
Printing

(603) 431-8319
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY Ts
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS
& TOTES

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801

EAGLE REALTY
BRAN_D NEW SOLAR ORIENTATED SALTBOX
situated on two admirable acres .
Three spacious bedrooms, one-car
built-in garage, full basement, oak
cabinets, Kenmore dishwasher, slate
hearth, smoke detectors, christian doors,
heavily insulated, high capacity
drilled well and much more!! $73,900.00
FULL SERVICE AGENCY
603- 742-0669

_J
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You can be part of the
greatest alliance in American
business history - Electronic
Data Systems and General Motors.
1his alliance combines the
information processing strengths
of EDS with the resources of the
largest company in the nation.
And with it comes vast
opportunities for you - the kind
that business professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking:
You're already starting at the top
with -our outstanding resources
for growth and success. And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self-starters
- people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business and technical
skills to solve complex problems
for our clients. Ap.d every EDS
Systems 'Engineer 'has graduated
from our nationally-recognized
Systems Engineering Development
( SED) Program.

The SED Program will
prepare you for the leadership
responsibilities you will have in
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts
-approximately 18 months and will
undoubtedly be one of the most
rigorous and rewarding business
experiences of your life. You'll
receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential.,
To qualify for the SED
Program, you must be a college
graduate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a
major in Management Information
Systems, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
business and information
processing. In addition,
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you must be flexible to
relocate and travel. Finally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. If you are a
successful candidate, EDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensation package. And you're
sure to thrive in our corporate
environment where rewards are
based on achievement - not
seniority.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
Contact your college placement
office today to schedule an
interview with a local EDS
recruiter. Or, write to: Electronic
Data Systems Corporation, 7171
Forest Lane, Dallas, TX 75230.
(214) 661-6060. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ECS

Electronic Data Systems Corpora tion
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YOUR FIRST LESSON

IN

COLLEGE ECONOMICS
13.5%

16.6%

17.5%

18%

ALPS

Second Mortgage

Commercial
Tuition Plans

Personal
Unsecured Loan

plus points

ALPS offers the Lowest Annual Percentage Rate•
for College Financing
hle lesson is ·simple: if you're financing a college edu- · Foundation-a non-profit organization dedicated to
cation , an ALPS loan from the New Hampshire Higher
making college more affordable for anyone attending
Education Assistance Foundation is your most affordable school in New Hampshire, and also _for New Hampshire
alternative. ALPS-Alternative Loans for Parents and
residents choosing to attend school out-of-state.
Call u·s toll-free at 1-800-235-ALPS (from out-of-state
Students-provides money for education at rates 3-5%
below other financing options . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , call 1-800-525-ALPS), or send
ALPS monthly payments are
us the coupon. And learn
Please send me- details about
something interesting about the
up to 77% lower than with
your ALPS loan program.
I economics of going to college.
other types of loans. RepayI
ment terms can be up to 8
times longer. And unlike
N a m e : _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
I _N_EW_H_AM--PS-H-IR_E_

I

many other low-interest loans.

Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

there are no maximum
income restrictions.

City. State. Zip:_ _ _ _ _ __

__

I
I
I
I
I
I

You can find out more
. about the ALPS program by
Telephone: - -- - - - - - - -.
. contacting the New Hampshire
School (If Known)
_ _ _ __ _
Higher Education Assistance
'--------------------'

HIGHER EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE

_;...;..__.;..;......_ __
FOUNDATION

PO Box 877. Concord. '.'iH 03:rnl
(603) 225-6612
·aasedo11 .VHH£AFS1111<•1·-1 s-1

Hotel major given
scholarship award
for the qu-ality of education I
Kate Griffin, a senior enrolled have received," Griff in said.
as a student of Hotel Admin- "The curriculum has been very
istration at the Whittemore beneficial to me because it is a
School of Business and Econom- blend of hands-on experience
ics (WSBE), · won the 1984 and managerial theory."
The Packard Scholarship is
Arthur J. Packard Memorial
the
most prestigious award a
Scholarship Award.
The American Hotel and hotel student can win, according
Motel Foundation (AHF), an to Griffin. Only fifteen hotel
affililate of the American Hotel schools nationwide are even
and Motel Association asked to compete. Each school
(AH&MA), adminsters the an- nominates a student based on
educational merit, financial
nual scholarship awards.
Griffin, who has been in- need, contributions to the hotel
~olved in the hospitality indus- program and professional experience.
tU ·through family business .
Griffin, the first place winner,
since she was thirteen-yearsreceived
$3,000. In the ten years
olrl , has held other v::irious
management positions prior to the scholarship has been ofentering UNH. She is presently fered, this is the first time UNH
a teaching assistant for Ad- has won the coveted award.
"Because we (the Hotel
vanced Food and Beverage Management and also assists the School) are housed within the
faculty in outside consulting Whittemore School, we receive
an extensive business backprojects.
"I am grateful to the UNH Packard, page 18
Hotel Program and its faculty

By Ed Garland

The Graduate School
is accepting applications for

TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-T,IME - GRADUATE DEGREE
STUDENTS
-For Spring Semester 1984-85Deadline for application is December 3, 1984
Application forms are available at
the Graduate School, Horton Social Center

tluuvtluv

JimNOUSE
An Entertainment Alternative
Presents

Information Meeting for All Teams
November 14 at 3 PM Grafton Room.

Room 7L Devine Hall
Nov. 10th 8 - 12 p.m.
Funded by PFO
Free Admission _
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Students oppose
US intervention
By Edmund Mander
The names of 44 student body
presidents from universities
across the country appear on
a petition opposing U.S. intervention in the affairs of Central
America.
The petition was organized
by a group calling itself the
Student Leadership Project,
operating from an office at the
University of Massachusetts.
According to a news release
accompanying the document,
the petition is in response to
"a campaign by right wing ·
student organizations, commemorating the U.S. invasion
of Grenada."
"I think many student leaders ... are appalied at the blatantly
partisan and well-tunded ettort
to misrepresent student opinion
as pre-inte·rventionist," said
Manuel Gonzalez, student body
president of Princeton U niversity.
"The college Republicans are
dead wrong if they think they
are speaking for a majority of
students celebrating a resurgence of gunboat diplomacy,"
Gonzalez said.
According to the petition, the
majority of students and other
Americans firmly agree that:
*No U.S. troops should be sent
to Central America *U.S. aid
to Nicaraguan contras should
be halted entirely *the U.S.
should not quarantin~N_icai:a-

gua *financial assistance to the
military in Central American
nations should be conditioned
upon improved respect of human rights by their governments.
Included in the list of university presidents supporting the
petition was a reference to the
University of New Hampshire,
mistakingly naming president
of the new apartment complex,
Michael Kepsick, as president
of the UNH student body.
UNH Student Body President
John Davis expressed surprise
at the misrepresentation, and
said he stressed -in a 15 minute
telephone conversation with the
organizers that neither he nor
the Student Senate endorsed the
petition.
"The student government of
UNH doesn't take a political
stand. It is strictly an adminis-·
trative body," Davis said.
Davis said he made this clear
in the telephone conversation,
and also told the petition organizers that he personally
didn't agree with their stand.
Kopsick said the Student
Leadership Project contacted
him, and that he supported their
position, but at no time did he
repre,sent himself as student
body president.
The Student Leadership Project could not be cop.tacted for
comment.

-BABCOCK-(continued from page 1)

44 South Main St.
Concord, N.H. 03301 ·

Hall.
Barnes said "I grabbed two
girls' I.D.s ... One of then didn't
match the face of the photo on
the I.D."
"Then someone said a security guard was here and the girl
asked for her I.D. back so she
could leave." he said.

Supe~llm Celebration (1)
Continuous Double Features
$2.00 Admission All Times. Midnight Movies Separate Admission
Senior Citizens and Children under 12 $1.00 all times.

Barnes said he handed the
photo identifications to tne
officer. He said he did not look
at the ages on the identification
cards the second time. He did
notice, how~ver, one girl whom
he guessed weighed 140 pounds,
had photo identification which
allegedly listed her weight at
110 pounds.
--

Telephone: 228-0426

Capitol Theatre

-

Another Babcock resident,
Ram Venkatachalan said he saw
the Public Safety officer take
one of the girls aside and talk
to her.

Nov. 8,9
hur.•Frl.

Animal House
Blues Brothers

7:30
5:00 · 9:30

Late Show
Nov..9,10,11
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Pink Floyd The Wall

(Midnight)

Nov. 10,11
at.-Sun.

Casablanca
Play It Again Sam

2:00 · 5:45 · 9:30
4:00 · 7:45

Nov. 12,13,14
Mon.-Tue.-Wed.

Ghandl

7:00

Nov. 15,16
Thur.-Fri.

Late Show

He said the girl, after talking
to the officer, called her friend
and told her they had to leave,
which thev did.

·

8:00
5:55 · 9:50

Nov. 26,27
Mon.-Tue.

Pink Flamingos
Female Trouble

Nov. 28
Wed.

GIies Tr.ust. Scandia Festival

Nov. 29,30
Thur.-Fri.

48 Hours
Trading Places

7:15
5:30 · 9:10

Late Show
The Rock Show
No·v. 30, Dec. 1
Fri.-Sat.

(Midnight)
•

Fast Times at Ridgemont High
Rock 'n Roll High School

8:00
6:00 · 9:50

Dec. 1,2
Sat.-Sun.

From Russia with Love
Dr. No

1:00 · 5:15 · 9:55
3:10 · 7:50

Let's Spend the Night Together

(Midnight)

Dec. 3,4,5
Mon.-Tue.•Wed.

Coconuts
Horse·Feathers

6:30 · 9:45

Star Trek 3
Star Trek 2

5:30 · 9:30
7:30

Nov. 16,17

8:00

· Fri.-Sat.

''I don't°know what transpirec.l
between him and the girl,"
Venkatachalan said.
·
Judy VanDuser, an- RA at
Babcock, said "I saw him (the
officer) lo_ok at the I.D.s ... I
assume the I.D.s showed the
girls were underage, so he told
them to leave."

Nov. 17,18
Sat.-Sun.

Annie Hall
Manhattan

4:00 • 7:50
Dec. 6,7
2:15 • 5:45 • 9:50 Thur.-Frl.

Nov. 19,20,21
Mon.-Tue.-Wed.

Fanny and Alexander

7:00

Nov. 22,23
Thur.-Frl.

The Big Cblll
Educating Rita

Late Show

Life of Brian

4:00 · 8:10
5:55 -10:05
•

(Midnighlt .

Nov. 23,24
Fri.-Sat.

Late Show
Dec. 7,8
Fri.-Sat.

·

·

Spinal Tap

.·

-

Dec. 8,9
Sat.-Sun.

Indiana Jones
Airplane

2:30 · 7:30
4:45 · 9:45

Dec. 10,11,12
Mon.-Tue.-Wed.

Terms of Endearment
An Officer and a Gentleman

7:45

I

Beaudoin said he did not
know of any improper conduct
by the officer qandling the party.

Nov. 24,25
Sat.-Sun.

The Natural
Ordinary People

2:45 · 7:40
5:10 -10:05

(Midnight)

35 • FOOT SCREEN
NEW SOUND SYSTEM

5:30 • 10:00
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~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - R O C K 'N R O L L . - - - - - - - - - - - - (continued fro.n page 3)
humble ourselves before God,"
he said.
B~ck Sabbath, he said, was
one of the more popular groups
to use the whole "Satanic picture."
The temporary phenomenon ·
of rock music has come forth
because... people want to do their
own thing ... so consider the
consequences of thinking that
way," Hill said.
At the end of the slide show,
he played pieces of different
rock music to illustrate what
messages some rock and roll
b~n_ds are tryi11_g t_o~~et across

to people.
He then played recordings of
albums playing backward to
illustrate the use of "Backmasking ."
The clearest example of backmasking, the process of placing
a backwards recording onto a
master recording before it is
placed on a record disc, was a
piece from Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven": "My sweet
Satan, no other made a path, for
it makes me sad, whose power
is Satan." One othtr example
from the Beatle's Revolution
N U'f!!ber 9 was "T_!1_!:q_!!!~ o__Q._

dead man, turn me on dead
man ... (background noise) Get
me out, get me out."
Hill said backward masking
is a fact, "but I doubt backmasking is discernible to people
just listening to it."
Several songs from AC/DC
were used as examples of blatant
exploitation of "Satanistic influence," he said.
AC/DC s "Highway to Hell"
said, "Hey, Satan, paid my dues,
playing in a rock and roll
band .. .I'm on the highway to
Hell, don't stop me."
_f-Ji!u_aid ''if you ar,e_~OJl__!.~~:

ble, wearing a Motley Crue shirt,
said he thought the presentation
was "funny."
"It's pointless to play music
backwards to look for hidden
messages," be said.
Peter Anastosopoulos, a
member of the New Testament
Fellowship church from Waterborough, Maine, said he thought
the program was "great."
"I brought my daughter here
to watch it ... Music can take your
mind."
Ed Hodge, from Lee, New
Hampshire, said he had seen
some -of the evils of rock and
roll.
I've seen some teenagers hang
around singers advocating spiritual Satanic things."

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP ·

ous enough to' deny your own
thinking, God will still love
you."
He explained he did not
equate individualism with
"doing-your-own-thing."
'Tm talJdng about personal
relativism, humanism; that is,
the false belief that reason is
the highest achievement of
man's soul," Hill said.
UNH freshman Steve La
Russo said he came to the
presentation to "learn more
about the evil in rock and roll."
_"But (rock and roll singers)
·don't have much evil intent at
all...It's Satanism just a change
of pace for rock and roll singers," he said.
JJNI-{ freshman Andy Garn-

The Wesley Powell and
Beverly Swain Powell Scholarship

----HIGHLAND---.

Open to full-time undergraduate .students with an interest in public
service as demonstrated by course of study and participation in
related extra-curricular activities on and off campus.
Applications available at the Financial Aid Office, Thompson Hall
Deadline: November 16,1984

(continued from page 1)
their own food, preparing their
meals, and using the produce
and livestock of the farm. Financial need was a major consideration in choosing students
to live at the farm, Roberts says.

"But, like all university residential and dining programs,
Highland House must be selfsupporting," says Roberts. "If
funds were borrowed to cover
all the fiscal problems that now
exist, I think Highland House
students would be required to
pay the highest room rates on
campus, which defeats one of
the basic reasons for the project."
Highland House serves as a
place for students interested in
animal science and related fields
to gain "hands on experience."
Brad McAllister, a student
currently residing at Highland
House said, "I learn as much
here as I would in class. You not
only receive training but also
an income from board_i ng
horses and doing chores, cooking food, and ruqning the farm
saves money."
People will not only be leaving a good economic place to
live but also a home. "We are like a family," says McAllister.
"At first when you get here you
don't know what to expect but
once you have lived here you
love it."
A new septic system, which
could not even be built until next
spring, would cost $15,000 to
$20,000, according to Roberts.
In addition, Durham/UNH Fire
Department officials mandated
this fall that if the farm was to
continue to heat with wood, the
chimney would have to be
rebuilt at an estimated cost of
about $2,000. "Heating with
oil," according to Roberts, "is
not economical."
"We are currently writing
letters to alumni in hopes that
we will be able to raise the
needed funds," said McAllister.
"It is unlikely that the university
will finance it in the near
future."
The Highland House project
was established under an agreement with Ina Thompson, who
still lives on the property.
According to Roberts, Thompson School will continue its part
of that agreement, maintaini?g
existing lawns and the exterior
of her home, supplying her with
cord wood; plowing snow and
paving a small monthly fee.

- ''We

plan to seek donations
to cover the needed repairs at

Highland House," says Roberts.
"And with luck we'll be able to
open it again in the futu~e. as
an alternative, low-rent living
situation for Thompson School
students. It's been a great educational project and e:'ery
effort will be made to continue
it."
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Editorial

I

A warning on warnings

I

The Reagan Administration warned the Soviet
Union on Wednesday that the shipment of
sophisticated wa.r planes to Nicaragua Vllould not
be tolerated by the United States. Later in the same
announcement Reagan said, "We cannot definitely
identify that they have MIG's on there or planes
of any kind." (New York Times, Nov. 8, 1984)
Such warnings by the President can be dangerous
to the attitudes that Americans have toward the
military. If heresay is enough for Reagan to issue
stern warnings to the Soviets and there are indeed
no planes aboard the ship in question the people
will become deadened to the issue of military conflict.
Tn this c ase certain dansers can arise.

the country. If there is a draft all male students

If we as a nation become used to hawk-like
ramblings from the White House we may find
ourselves faced with another Vietnam style 'police

will be forced to make some very quick and very
serious decisions. The important things to remember
are: There is no longer a college deferrment for

process has failed to weed out
several destructive individuals who
feel obliged to deface our university
with posters or spray paint in hopes
that it will somehow make people
more sympathetic with their cause.
Obviously these individuals are too
To the Editor:
As I stood reading the bulletin illiterate to write letters instead,
board in the lower portion of (which would almost certainly be
Hamilton Smith this morning, I more effective), too irresponsible
happened to notice a scrawled to take credit for their actions, and
message on a poster that had just · too insensitive to realize how
captured my eye. I took a closer look beautiful this campus can be. If this
~nd was quite disgusted with what is really an institute of higher
I saw. The poster itself was an education, why are these people
advertisement for the newly here?
Jeff Semprebon
founded "Campus Gay Alliance's"
(CGA) first formal meeting on
November 6th . Scribbled quite
legibly in the upper right hand
corner was the short, but sweet,
message of "DIE, HOMOS, DIE."
Having no involvement with the
group what-so-ever, I was never- To the Editor:
theless very disturbed by that
As one of the many students who
violent reaction. I was appalled by attended the Santana show, I was
the fact that someone actually has really upset over the way Scope
the mentality and the warped sense- handled security. I have attended
of-humor to write such a thing. This many concerts in the past all over
is, affer all, college and we are New England, and have never seen
supposed to have reached a certain such a botched security job! Talking
level of maturity by this point in to many people, and reading Tues_time. But, unfortunately, there are day's New Hampshire has given
still those who-find it necessary 1:0 - me- the im p-re-ssi-on -that. Public
leave anonymous, tasteless mes- Safety's only purpose there was to
sages on things that don't concern wander around the stands trying
them. I am curious as to the rational . to start a riot from a perfectly calm
reasoning behind that blatent act situation.
·
of vandalism (and it is vandalism).
Okay, so there was drinking and
Why w,;mld anyone find it necessary dope smoking. Unfortunately, those
to deface a poster publicizing a new are by-products of a concert. If
organization? Perhaps, you find security is going to crack down, fine.
your own masculi9ity threatened But just where the heck do they get
by such an organization or maybe off hassling everyone else? I'm sure
your insecure about your own sexual Ted Eynon wasn't drinking or
preference? I, as well as many _smoking. Also, the volunteer seothers, recognize this organization curity made their share of screwto be an important development ups. Mind you, I don't blame them;
to the UNH campus and it is they were only following orders.
important for students to be aware In my opinion, those orders were
that such an organization exists. extremely foolish.
It is precisely narrow-minded peoFor example, people weren't
ple like yourself who make it allowed to "rush" the stage. I .
difficult for an organization, such suppose it isn't an unreasonable
as the "Campus Gay Alliance" to rule, considering the fact that there
grow to a sucnissful level where were buffers set up that extended
by it can be an asset to this campus.
5 feet in front of the stage, and that
So next time, please try a-n d I have never seen security try to
refrain from leaving your violent, stop that before. What really got
tasteless messages on public pos- me was the w'ay security started
ters. If you feel that strongly about pushing everybody back. I was
homosexuals, next time leave our jammed in tight; I couldn't go back
name on your work and I'm sure further, and the security guard
a member of CGA would be glad wouldn't listen. He told me in so
to discuss your problem with you.
many words to "Shut your f-----g
Anna Karolczak mouth." Even thou·g h I'm not in
pre-dent, I had the extreme urge
to remove someone's teeth at that
point.
My major beef of the whole
evening. rests with the fact that
To the Editor:
(guess who) security tried to make
I would like to know what's gone
wrong in the admissions office this everyone sit down during the show.
year. Apparently their screening C'mon! Sit down with that kind of

Vandals

Santana

•

a period beyond the current semester in which the
student is enrolled. Secondly if one wanted to be
a conscientious objector the process takes a lot of
time and a great deal of research.

action'.
The motivation of this warning has to be
questioned. Why is our government warning the
Soviets about something they aren't even sure exists?
Is this situation an excuse to escalate American
military aid to surrounding countries like Honduras
and El Salvador in the name of protection for our
allies? If so it must be asked if this is the beginning
of American intervention in Central America and
if there is the possibility of a draft appearing in
this country soon?
It is imperative that this situation is closely
monitored by UNH students and students across

music? This was Santana, not the
Mormon Tabernacal Choir. And
then, to compound matters, they
threatened to throw out anyone who
didn't sit. It wasn't like we were
running wild; we were only dancing,
as were the-People all around us.
All in all, it was an excellent
show, despite what the review in
The New Hampshire said. Congrats
to Scope for bringing in a really fine
big-n~me band. Next time, though,
try to get a real security policy!
Steve Zakszewski

•
To the Editor
We need police officers-no argument from me there. Their
presence discourages crime and
their actions work for a better
community-still no argument.
When their presence and actions
detract from their duty to the
community, I must argue. Do you
ever get the feeling that the police,
Durham and Campus, hang around
to pick on students, or are just
waiting to jump on you?

The decision to go or not to go to war is hard
for anyone to make. It involves a great deal of guilt
and soul searching no matter what side of the
argument one might be on. Of course there are some
people ready to go and who would have no objection.
Conversely there are anequalnumber dead set against
it but the vast majority of people eligi_b le for the
draft will have to do a lot of thinking on this one
and they should not leave it until the last minute.
If students think the real world is frightening
they are right. And the world doesn't get any more
real than it is during a war.

Policy
To the Editor:
Here in these enlightened times
at the University of New Hampshire, I am mortified to discover
one flagrant violation of the sexist
language policy--! am referring,
of course, to the Women's Center.
They should have all of their
fonding revoked until they change
their name to Person's Center and
-stop this horrendous sexual discrimination. To my shock, I also found
Women's Studies listed in the
Undergraduate Catalog. Incredible!
A more disgusting example of
sexual language discrimination
could not exist! You people at the
Women's Center pushed hard for
this sexist language policy--why
don't you obey it?
Dan Stickney

the University of New Hampshire
for a job well done. The following
members volunteered their time
to paint playground lines anew for
OREW children to enjoy during
their recess. Thank you goes to the
•
following members:
1) Graham Davis who is the
fraternity community service chairperson
2) John Sivenson
3) Dave McGettigan
4) Mark LaVoie
5) Berndt Bittner
6) Chris Georgio
7) Brent Beel
8) Stephen Peotrowski
Claire Merenda
OREW Chairperson

More
letters

Service

To the Editor:
It's -a touehy-is-sue. -l.awsmu.sLhe __ Qyster _!-l-!~er Elementary School
and Oys~er R1verFclucat~
obeyed and police must enforce
shop ~1sh to thank the men:ibers
them. Both the law and the police
of Pht Kappa Theta fraternity of
exist for a better community. Yet,
I get the impression that our police
officers search, not to help others,
but to exercise their own power.
If most officers do care to help, they
show their concern like overprotective parents who become
overbearing and restrictive.
JAMES M. -MILLARD, Editor-in-Chief
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I question their attitude towards
students. At concerts, their frequent
pacing in the aisles and surveillance
(with obnoxious flash-lights) practically makes one sit up straight
with hands folded and feet together,
firmly on the floor. They discourage
more than misdemeanors: They
discourage fun. They create tension.
Furthermore, when a police officer
stops me at night for not having
a light on my bicycle, I want the
officer's reason to be that he or she
cares about my well-being- not
about his or her ticket quota.
Police have a job to do. Their
methods and manner however
make me question th;ir attitud~
and opinion of students. I'm not
say'ing police should smile stand
in a corn~r, arid look the oth~r way;
I am askrng the police to look at
their attitude. I'd like to consider
a police officer as a friend not
someone to avoid.
Sarah Ward
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University Forum
Another Choice
I, too, almost had an abortion. It looked like my
only way out.
First of all, I couldn't believe I was pregnant.
(Pregnant and not married---me???) It couldn't
be true. It didn't fit. It happened to other girls,
there was no way it could ever happen to me. I was
lucky. I always had been. I wasn't the "type" of
person who got pregnant out of wedlock, or so I
believed. After all, I've got a college degree, I'm
24 years old, I'm intelligent. It can't happen to me.
But when I had missed my period, when the nurse
told me that the test came back -positive, and I was
ht=>sinnin8 t o feel n ~useo us in the moi:nings , I had

to start believing it.
Ok, so I was- pregnant. I was also desperate and
in a state of utter panic. I didn't love Peter. There
was no way I wanted to marry him. I had to have
an abortion. There was no way I was going to go
through with an unwed pregnancy. No way. 'I don't
have to. So many people have had abortions. I'll
make the appointment and then I'll be free. Off
the hook. What a tremendous relief. I'll continue
on with my life and it'.ll be like nothing happened.
No-one will ever know. God will forgive me . So
many people have had abortions, anyway. I'll have
it done as soon as possible, before it becomes a real
person, before it looks human. Quickly, quickly.
·
I must act fast. I can't let it get any bigger.'
And so I made that first appointment with the
Feminist Health Center in Portsmouth. Wednesday
morning, ten o'clock.
I ended up making three abortion appointments
and cancelled them all. Why? Because I listened
to some friends of mine who were believers in Christ.

By Liane Evans

They understood _my dilemma, my panic, my
abhorrence of the idea of going through with an
unwed pregnancy. They understood and they cared,
but they could not support my decision for abortion.
I, too, am a believer in Christ, and deep down I
myself believe abortion is murder, but this situation
was different. It was now happening to me. Go
through with an unwed pregnancy? You must be
out of your mind! In this day and age when abortion
is so easy? I'll abort! I don't care! I don't care! God
will forgive me! I won't go through with an unwed
pregnancy! I can't! What will my parents think?
My gldnupartm~ ? The people in my church? What
will everyone think? How humiliating! Not me!
Not me! I won't do it! I'm not the type to be pregnant
out of wedlock! I'm not the type! I won't! I won't!
I won't!
But I did.
Hard? It was the most difficult thing I have ever
done in my life.
Bitter, angry? I was furious - at God for letting
me get pregnant, at Peter for getting off scott free,
at others for urging me not to abort. How easy it
is for others to say, "don't abort!" THEY don't
have to go through the humiliation, the embarassn:ient, the need to explain, the discomfort, the agony
_of deciding what to do with the child.
Lonely? No boyfriend to stroke my hair. No
husband to rub my belly. No man to tell me I'm
still beautiful when I'm looking more like a cow
every day.
Nine months. Seems like a long time. But it came
. and went faster than I had ever 1magined. And on
August 22nd, a beautiful, healthy baby boy was born

to me, Aaron Daniel.
And did I keep my baby? No, I let him go. I let
him be adopted by a couple who wanted him very much and could provide hirri with everything I
wanted him to have but could not provide for him
myself, at this time in my life. What did I want
for him? A father, as well as a mother, ::i nice home,
security, stability, the best possible chance for a
happy life.
Sad? The grief and sorrow I have experienced
over giving Aaron up has been almost too great
to bear. My son, my son, Oh Aaron, Aaron, my only
son. l have cned, and cried, and cried, and cried.
My heart has been broken to the core. The pain
had been almost too great to bear. Almost.
But my life has gone on. And so has his. And
I know I made the best decision for both Aaron
and myself. And an amazing rebirth has taken place
within me. A great new love and respect for myself
has emerged that was never there before. A new
calmness with my life, a deeper contentment. Health.
Growth. A new sense of well being.
Proud of myself? Damn proud. Respect myself?
Yes, yes, a thousand times, yes.
Regrets? Not one.
Am I thankful that I did not keep that abortion
appointment, some ten months ago? What do you
think? Don't abort. I didn't and I won. So can you.

If you are in a crisis pregnancy situation and would like
to talk to someone, please call Liane Evans. Her telephone
number can be found in the local phone book.

Preserving What Works

You Gotta Have Heart

By Chris Fauske

By Dan Landrigan

This option does not exist to govWell, they failed again. No, not the
ernors serving a second four year term.
Democratic Party, but the people who
It's four or eight, not two, four or six.
wanted to amend the Constitution of
The electorate and the governors
the State of New Hampshire to extend
themselves get more of a choice under
the Governor's term to four years.
this system than they would under any
Which makes him one of only 4
other.
governors in the U.S. elected for just
This fact, along with the large size
two years. Now, the people of New
Hampshi-re- a-r-e IH:>t- dumb, _they_kn.ow:_ __oLthe ~_!I House of Representatives,
which also will not cfiarige, riieaiKNew - ,_ what they want, which is not taxes,
Hampshire's voters have more say in
and vote to get them. The proposed
their own affairs than do most states'
amendment to the Constitution would
citizen ..
have resulted in several things hapNew Hampshire, with its reputation
pening, or at least have allowed them
of small towns and Town Meetings is
the possibility of happening.
proud of itself. It's a small state and
First, a four year, pro-tax governor
people froi;n "out there" think it is really
could get a bill passed ( assuming he
rather quaint. Which might be, but New
had a majority to pass the bill in the
Hampshire is always a state that doesn't
first pl.ice) that took effect with the
think a whole heck of a lot about the
beginning of his first fiscal year in
idea of change for change' s sake.
office. The consequence could be at least
They agree with the expressed
four years of taxation. In those four
sentiment that "if it works don't fix
years you would see a significant
it." To date, the voters of the Granite
increase in the state budget, people
state fancy the system has worked
who have money tend to spend it.
pretty well, and they are happy with
A governor who was elected four
it.
years later pledged to remove the tax
Their votes on the proposed amendwould have a great time cutting
ment show that they are prepared to
programs to do that. Chances are, he
tighten up loopholes, but they are not
would not have·the guts to even try.
yet fixing any engines that are running
A two year term means one other
just fine, and judging by the way they
thing: You get to elect the man every
voted for candidates last Tuesday, no
two years. Now no one has failed to
one should expect them to start doing
get re-elected to a second term for 50
so soon.
years. Which means all the governors
In case you' re wondering, the other
since the Depression have served the
three states with two year governors
equivalent of one four year term, at
are: Arkansas, Rhode Island and
least. Some have been re-elected to a
Vermont, none of these, nor New
third term (giving them a total of six).
Hampshire, has a limit on how long
None has served a fourth term since
World War II, which means they have , anyone can be governor.
either retired after six years, or the
Chris Fauske's column appears each Fri~ay.
electorate has kicked them out or on.

Doctors in California are now
giving new meaning to that old popular
song "I left my heart in San Francisco."
Yes, it seems the members of the
medical profession have nothing better
to do with their time than going around
striking terror into the hearts of
baboons, or rather striking the hearts
out of terrified baboons.
·- oonors snatched UfHl babo.on,_j.us1__
entering the prime of his life, and
ripped his heart out to preserve the
life of Baby Fae (or perhaps now more
appropriately named Bababy Fae.)
And for what? Is this new operation
really a medical advance? Putting
baboon hearts into little girls could
be considered child abuse in some states.
These doctors are extremely short
sighted in these actions. Sure, they may
be extending her life. But, as our friends
in the Dean of Students Office are fond
of asking, what of the "quality of life?"
The problems this girl will face in
the future are overwhelming.
Once out of the hospital will s_h e need
a veterinarian or a pediatrician? Does
Gerber make a pureed banana baby
food?
Now controversy has developed over
the hospital administration's decision
not to release a form showing parental
consent for Fae's transplant.
What about the baboon's parents?
Does anybody even ask how his parent's
felt about the whole affair? I'll bet they
weren't too pleased. That is, if they
managed to survive without being
hacked up as spare parts.
We've just scratched the surface of
those issues which surround this
. operatio;:i.

What about the impact on the baboon
population? Sure they've been fairly
complacent up until now, but once we
start hacking up their families on a
regular basis, they might just get upset.
Ever since I saw that movie "The
Planet of The Apes," I've been afraid
something like this would happen.
Just how far can you push these
_apimaJs before they decide not to put
up with it any more~ - - --- - - - We've already got that bunch of
twisted animals running around singing
"We're Not Gonna Take It."
Picking on rabbits and little white
laboratory rats is different. Outside
of Monty Python movies, a rabbit never
hurt anyone.
Baboons are different, they're bigger
and could pose quite a threat. Especially
when you consider their close cousins ·
are gorillas.
I just don't see any way of making
these heart transplants an equitible
business. The best the baboon could
hope for is to have his heart replaced
with Fae's and if it wasn't good enough
for her, I don't see what he'd want with
it.
This time maybe we can let it slide
• in the name of science, but in the future
regulations will have to be established.
I mean doctors are entitled to have their
fun, but enough is enough.
· The whole operation seems a bit
useless. In the long run what does this
girl need with a heart anyway?
I've been a heartless SOB all my life
and I'm still doing fine.
Dan Landrigan's column usually appears
on Tuesdays.
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Arts & Features
Chinese paintings
reflect nature
By David Barnes
Now showing in the Parsonage Gallery in Durham is a
collection of Chinese brush
paintings by Son-Mey Chiu.
The gallery, located on the
corner of Mill Pond Road and
Rt. 108, has kept a very low
profile over the ten years it has
been in business. It seldom
advertises and few students
know about it.
Primarily a framing store, it
has an art show about every two
months. After Son-Mey Chiu,
there will be a fine crafts display
until Christmas.
Son-Mey was born and raised
in China and has been living in
the United States for the last
ten years. Her exhibit, entitled,
"To God, Joy of Man's DesirThe painting "Friends in Nature", by Soo-Mey Chiu, is currently on display in the Parsonage
ing," is unique and different
Gallery, Durham. The gallery is on route 108 towards Newmarket. (Babette Lamarre photo)
from most art shows in the
Seacoast area. Except for a few
museums in Boston, there is
nowhere to see authentic Chinese painting of Son-Mey's
quality.
By Patty O'Dell
students. The· network, Com- social."
Her paintings grow out of a
The Ambassadors are "trying tradition which is almost two
mittee Chairman Tom Guido
The UNH Student Ambassadors h~ve changed a great deal stressed, is not intended to find to foster some of that old alma thousand years old. It embraces
since the group was formed in jobs for students. Instead it gives mater spirit, which is pretty philosophical, cultural and es1980, according to Ambassador students the names of alumni hard to do at a state university," thetic ideals, which are different
who are working in their pros- Ambassador Michael Strauch from those .found in Western
Scott Lincoln.
"When I first became an pective fields and are willing said.
art.
"Their job is to mill around
ambassador the group consisted to offer assistance. This may
It is likely that the average
of people in a goldfish bowl. We consist of office tours, or help and look presentable," Polly UNH student will find this art
Daniels, Assistant Director of different from any they have
were held up at (alumni) club with resumes and cover letters.
In addition to serving on one Alumni Affairs, said.
events. Origi9al!y that was
previously seen. This unique"The Ambassadors are our ness does not make the artwork
pretty much all we did," Lincoln of the three committees, Ambassadors attend Alumni Club link with the student body, now alien; instead, the images have
said.
Last year, the Ambassadors meetings throughout the Nor- and when they're out on their a refreshing honesty and
divided themselves into three theast and sponsor events at own," Daniels continued.
straightforwardness which has
The Ambassadors cannot be · universal appeal.
groups. The Mentor, Public UNH for the alumni.
"We're there to cater to the considered an elitist group,
Relations and Search and SeSon-Mey's work completely
. lection Committees are subdi- needs of the alumni," Guido according to Daniels.
fills one room and the stairway
"I would not use that word. in the Parsonage Gallery. Paintv1slon o(rhe Ambassador Coun- said.
"Our function is to go there I think it's offensive in that it ings hang in every space poscil.
The Mentor Committee re- (to Alumni Club meetings) and makes them sound superhuman. sible on the wall, and some are
cently formed a job network, mingle with these people,"
on the floor. Everywhere you
Guido said. "Mostly it's just ALUMNI, page 16
intended to help graduating
look, images of nature confront__

Ambassadors form network

you.
The room is alive with noisy
birds, growing trees, and flowers
in full bloom. The sheer beauty
of the work draws the viewer
close to it. You.want to enjoy
every line, shape, and color in
the painting.
The Chinese have always
painted with ink on rice paper.
The combination of these materials has a natural beauty which
cannot be achieved through any
other materials. The rice paper
permanently absorbs every
mark the artist's brush makes.
Therefore, the artist must be
very skilled and disciplined in
his brushwork. Any errors, or
· signs of hesitance will show. A
completed image must be seen
in the artist's mind before his
brush touches the paper.
Subject matter, such as the
birds Son-Mey often paints, are
carefully studied and sketched
before they are painted. Insight
into the spirit of the bird must
be understood and reflected in
the work of art. The Chinese
feel all things have a spirit.
Rocks, streams, and birds, are
all alive to them.
The painting Friends In Na-·
ture reflects Son-Mey's insight
into the nature of the bird. With
just two spots of green and a
few black lines, the two birds
are revealed. They sit on the
stem of a flowering tree; mouths
open, engaged· in communication. They are painted so purely,
that you feel if you listen closely
enough, their song will be heard
and unders rood.
Every painting in the show
is executed with skill and assuredness. One work of art
which clearly demonstrates her
mastery of her technique isLily

ART, pag~ 16

Faculty amuse
with classics
By Jim Hebert
UNH Faculty Woodwind
Quintet member Peggy Vagts
put down her flute and began
reciting a verse to the rhythm
of .the music. Suddenly all five
members of the Quintet began
standing and sitting in unison,
much to the amusement of the
audience. This was just one
example of the variety the group .
brought to their performance
last Tuesday night at the Johnson Theater.
The Faculty Woodwind
Quintet is an ensemble of UNH
music instructors who share a
particular affinity for this relatively recent genre of chamber
music. The group consists of
Janet Atherton on bassoon,
Keith Polk on the horn David
Seiler on clarinet, Lind~ Seiler
on the oboe, and Peggy Vagts,
who plays both flute and piccolo.
The members have had extensive experience working
together-three of them (Polk
and the two Seilers) have played
together for about 14 years,
while Vagts has been with them

for about seven. The newest
member, Atherton, is in her first
year with the group, following
the quintet's tradition of the
bassoon player being the current
graduate teaching assistant.
Tuesday's performance was
the ensemble's first concert in
Johnson Theater this year, and
the turnout was, Vagts said,
"Pretty good for an election
night." Two of the pieces presented were fairly standard classical works-one a short work
by Rameau orig1nally written
for harpsichord and the other
an adapted piece by Mozart.
The quintet usually includes
such established works in their
repertoire because, Vagts said,
"People usually expect to hear
at least some of the more
standard pieces."
Both of these works are
conventional compared to the
more modern pieces. The two
movements of the Rameau
piece,L'Agacante ( the provoking
girl) and L'lndiscrete ( the in-

MUSIC, page 16

The UNH Faculty Woodwin Quintet performed in Johnson Theatre last Tuesday. (Debby Yale
photo)
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--------ALUMNI-------(continued from page 15)
They're not. They're just super
people," Daniels said.
"I don't really think they .see
us as elitist at all," according
to Guido.
"If you' re chosen to represent
the school, you should have
something special to offer," he
added.
But Strauch thinks some
people may see the group as
elitist because it uses a selection

process to pick new members.
"Fraternities and sororities are ·
elitist. Honor societies are
elitis-t, not everyone can meet
the standard and not everyone
wants to," Stauch said.
The Ambassador Council cons is ts of "UNH students who
would be nice to have representing the student body," according to Strauch.
"What you end up ,g etting is
a lot of the campus leader types,"

he added.
"We don't have any shy ambassadors," Daniels said.
The ambassadors are very
outgoing, peer oriented, and
· comfortable with any type of
group.
•
"This office would not be in
business unless we found a way
to bring alumni back on campus.
No one can sell this University
better than a UNH student,"
Daniels said.

---------~RT--------(continued from page 15)

In The Field. It is a deceivingly
simple painting of one lily
partially obscurred by four thin
leaves. The orange lily is carefully and delicately painted with
thin transparent paint. But the
leaves are spuncaneuu::,ly
sla_mmed onto the paper with
heavy black strokes.
These two extremely different ways of painting harmonize
together in the same work of
art. There is a deep feeling of
rightness and order which the

Chinese call "Ii". The capturing
of reflecting of "Ii" is one of the
highest goals in Chinese painting.
On the title cards of SonMey' s paintings there are often
IlOLe::i uf in::ipiraciun,. Usually
they are quotes from the bible
or from Chinese literature. She
has a degree in English and
Chinese literature, and ideas for
paintings spring from both.
The note for Li(y In The Field

is a quote from the bible, Matthew 6:28-30, "Consider the
lilies of the field, how they grow;
they neither toil nor spin; yet
1
1 tell you, even Solomon in· all
his glory was not arrayed like
uuc uf the::,t."
Son-Mey's show is a special
event for students. A five minute walk can bring a chance to
see beautiful art, and to gain a
glimpse into a rich and ancient
culture.

Chinese pain_ter Soo-Mey Chiu did this nature painting titled
"Integrity" on rice paper. (Babette Lamarre photo)
·

- ........~ - - M U S I C - - - - (continued from page 15)
discreet girl) utilized rapid can be the reason?" was hauntarpeggios and an upbeat tempo ingly repeated, with the music
to convey a sense of youthful forming a somber background.
joy and vitality. Mozart's AndBut the last movement, and
ant fur eine Orgelwalze•was a the final one of the .evening, was
slower, stately piece which another lively tale titled "Tom
emphasized an undulating flute Cats." It told the story of Omar
and periodic return to a unifying and Bartholomew, two ca ts
theme.
living in the "jungle of the city."
In contrast, the newer com- The quintet startled the aupositions conveyed more ten.: dience by standing up in a
sion and energy, often using crescendo of music, then sitting
high, sharp trills and dramatic back down with a collective sigh
pauses to create an almost after an imaginary cat fight
frenzied atmosphere. The first between Omar and Bartholomovement of a 20th-century mew. "We picked it (the piece)
piece by Walter Piston, for because it was so different and
example, could have been taken we really had fun performing
out of West Side Story.
it," Vagts said.
·
But the final piece, Opus
The quintet, which practices
Number Zoo by Luciano Berio, four to five hours a week, also
was a surprising departure from performs at elementary schools
the usual conception of chamber and other off-campus locations.
music. The four-movement comHowever, they prefer to play
position, Vagts said, was written at the University because of the ·
for Aaron Copland's 80th birth- greater artistic freed9m inday by Berio, an avant-gai-de volved. "We can be more esocomposer. Each movement was 'teric at the University," said
very short and told a little story David Seiler, "instead of having
in verse.
to worry about pleasing people
In the first one, "Barn who have paid to see us."
Dance", the musicians alternat_ The group members like the
ed playing and reciting the versatility of the woodwind
rhymes. The movement ended quintet and enjoy playing towith Linda Seiler saying, "That's gether, and plan to cont_inue
all folks," evoking laughter from making music together in the
the audience.
future. "As long as everybody
The following movement, still wants to do it," Janet
"The Fawn," was more serious, Atherton said "we'll continue
expounding a theme of Man vs. to perform."

1
1

Workers set up yesterday afternoon for the performance by Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet. The
company usually spends about twenty weeks each year touring and began the season with
performances at the Los Angeles Olympic Arts Festival. (Maria Kirby photo)
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Greeks
To the Editor:
We thought it was about time
that the people of UNH and its
surrouding community heard something POSITIVE about the Greek
System. We constantly hear about
the fines here and the legal actions
there but .when was the last time
we heard something really GOOD
regarding Greek life at UNH? As
members of the Greek System, ~we
can safely say that there are at least
two common factors that bind all
Fraternities and Sororities together.
One factor is the drive to lead an
active social life. The other factor
can be described as the pursuit to
coexist with the community. While

the effects of leading an active social
life are usually blasted aff over the
front page of The New Hampshire,
nowhere do we see attempts made
by the Greek System, to participate
in community activities, printed
on any page of the paper. Here is
an attempt to rectify the absence
in the reporting of the community
service projects that all houses on
campus do. Here is a list of those
projects:
Durham Business District Clean-up
Dover Youth Service Project
Save-the-Children
Renovation of Underwood House
Hayride with Bover Day Care
Big Brother/Big Sister Programs
Red Cross Blood Drives
Easter Seals '(ug-of-War
Leaf Raking for Grounds Crew
Raffle for American Diabetes Association
Interior Painting for Durham Day Care
Stacking Wood for Stricken Professor
Leaf Raking for Community Member
Keg Toss for Charity
Torch Run for ~ u k _ ~_

Pig Kissing for Charity
Bike-a-Thon for REMME Association
Planting Shrubs for Oyster River High
School
Cookout for Dover Day Care Center
Painting Outdoor Games for Oyster River
Elementary School
Muscul~r Dy~tropJ-iy Programs

This 11st 1s, by no means,
complete. The sororities are involved in several other community
service projects and sometimes
work hand in hand with the fra-

THINK SNOW !!!!!!!!!!
THINK SNOW !!!!!!!'
THINK SNOW !1111

:

Anth 411: Cultural and Social Anth 01 TR 9:30-11 Downs

:

: ,

Anth 411 : Cultural and Social Anth 02 MWF 9-10 Reyna

:

:

Anth 411: Cultural and Social Anth 03 MWF 10-11 Binford

:

:
•
•
:
•

Anth 411: Cultural and Social Anth 04 MWF 12-1 Binford
Anth 412: Phys Anth & Prehistoric Arch 01 TR 11-12:30 Bolian
Anth 500F:Peoples and Cultures of S.E. Asia 06 TR 2-3 :30 Downs
Anth 501C:World Prehiston r (S J!.m,=,ri ':' a.) 03 TR 3 :30 6 Bolian
Anth 518: Hist of Anthropoligical Theory 01 MWF 12-1 Reyna

:
•
•

•

:
:
•
•

the publications, where as now
students can pick up magazines
that interest them.
Proponents of the concept
change argued one magazine
would save students money and
make a magazine which would
be more prestigious and beneficial to the reputation to the .
University.
The plan to combine all the
magazines into one originated
· within the Student Press, but
was voted down by the staff.
The organization's observer
then decided to bring the proposal before SAFC.
The proposed concept
change, rumored to have the
support of Student Body President John Davis, may be revived in the Senate meeting:

positive coverage and increased
awa-reness of the GOOD that the
Greek system at UNH has to offer
to our community.
Mark Felici
James Diggins
Brothers of Phi Kappa Theta

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
SPRING COURSES IN ANTHROPOLOGY
:•
•
•

AND INTRODUCING A ONE-TIME COURSE IN
'THE CONFLICTS IN CENTRAL AMERICA'

:

<continued from page 1)

ternities to provide those services.
L t
d
aS year, we generate over 10,000
dollars for various local and national
charities. Some of these events have
been covered in The New Hamph
h
s ire and ot er area newspapers
but it seems the attention focused
on the Greek life at UNH emphasizes only the negative side of the
Greek community. We, as Greek
members, would care to see some

:

•:

--SAFC--
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Anth.697S:Spc Topic/Other -- THE CONFLICTS IN CENTRAL AMERICA

•

:

•

•:
:
:

(Sec 19, MW 3-4:30, Instr: Binford)
:
A multidisciplinary course surveying the background, development, current situation and likely consequences •
•
of the conflicts now raging in El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua.

••:
•
•• Speakers···· Discussion _···· Films···· No Prerequisites·· _
:•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

· oices

• ~Jtffi

- PLANNING/CAREER

436-1808
Now accepting reservations
for Christmas Parties fo·r
20 to 300 people

GRADUATE WOMEN

PROGRAM FOR

<t1,N£S£ t,ON
Entertainment this Fri. and Sat.
The Flashband

WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 14, 1984

12:00 - 5:30
Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist

MEMOilAL UNION BUILDING

PANEL:
·::;EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FITT'ED
·: ::coNTACr LENSES:
_*No ohligat ion free in-office ttjal
*90 day 100% refundable fee
* Tinted soft contact lenses available

eye contact unlimited
123 Market St rcct , in the Old II a rbor District
Pmismouth, NII 03801
( 603) 4~,o-1200
Open Monday thn.1 Saturday 10 AM

WORKSHOPS:

(2:45-4:15)
•Transitions-Where WIii You & Your Roommates Be In 5 _Years?
• Personal Values - How Do They Shape Your Choices?
•Alternative Careers - There's More Than One Way
• Shoulds, Oughts & Mustn'ts-Who Says We Can or Can't?
Reception (4:30- 5:30)
P ~ AVAIi.AiLi! AT

FREE -REGISTRATION ! <12-1 >

CAltE!l PLANNING I PIXEMEtrr OFFICE

and KIi INFORMATION DESI'.
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comics

--GA YS-(continued from page 3)

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIE LD
THANKS FOR
THE HOLJ5E,
GARFIELP. A

MAN NEE.17'5

A PLACE TO
CALL MIS OWN.
THIS 15 GREAT!

"Ideally, we want to remqve
the stigma that the word 'homosexual' evokes for some
people," said CGA's founder.
"There is a significant gay
population here at UNH, and
I want to ensure that their needs
will be looked after."
The next CGA meeting will
be Tuesday, November 13, at
6:00 p.m. The location of the
meeting will be announced at
a later date.

-PACK ARD~
(continued from page 8)
©

11·9

By GARRY TRUDE AU

-D OONES BURY

KEEP IT P{)(IJN IN
H&R&? IM TR.YIN6 I'll TALK 70
HIM IN 7He
70 WATOI T. V.
MORNING.
~

J. J., I
ALL H& l)OE$ /5 LIE
ARIJUNIJAN[) fAT/ IT'5 PEAllY "!HINK

U/<£ l/VIN6 IAIITH A Y()(}'n3 OV&R..\ TEEN/J6& REACTING.

THIS ANYLIJNetR ! A /,.fffl/3MORE
7/M& 70 SOl<T
H/5 lift {)(JT.

,

/ICY, Cot/ti? YOU

5lRT Hb lift; WI-:

MICHA£l, YOU'v& (;{)T
70 TAlK TO HIM. I JJ,ZONK
WONT Pur OP aJITH JlJ§TNf3E.f}'3

1984 United Feature Syndicate.Inc.

SON'

~'\\fr

rlr

-;:::;:,

ground as well as specialized
Hospitality Management
courses," Griffin said. "While ·
other hotel schools spend time
cooking, we are better prepared
to progress to management
positions upon graduation."
Ms. Griffin has been invited
to accept a plaque honoring her
achievement at AH&MA's Fall
Conference and National Hotel
Show in New York City, November 11-13, where she will
receive a check for $3,000.

BANK.RUPTC Y
1

(continued from page 3)

By JIM JOHNSO N

NUTE

m~~ll'D@[l(] µ@er}

RONNIE., R.oNNIE) yov
IT'S OVER!
WAIT1 IfORG-OT

students. Only about three or
four of these students file bankruptcy, Burr said.
The loans were exempted
from bankruptcy claims because
too many students were graduating from college and immediately declaring bankruptcy to avoid
paying their loans, Burr said.

WON!

ON THE /1ORNINGAFTE.R TH£. E.LECT/ON/

TO

W[; Looi< IN TO THE: HOMES

VDT£~

I

)

OF THE TWO MOST

fRf:.STIG/OVS /vf£_/V

IN

THE Ul/lrED STA1£5 .

BLOOM COUNT Y
BERKE BREAT HED
By
NOr I PO NOT 1HINK W€
5HO(JUJ u:r /31/.l 1H€ CAT
''ROT WITH 7H€ RIJJNf£5H€€5/~
11H!#K W£ SHOUl[J

RE5CVt 1H£ ume

By Laura Mancuso

J(IST /MAGIN€ HIM Kf6HT
NOW, .. Slrr!NG AROVNfJ IN
A P/Nk 7VN/C,,.BRA/NWf/SH€P,,,
CHflN77N& INCOfr1PR€HtNSff3lY. ..

I

F€ll-OW,,. ·"'""\

"--< '

Temporary
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Office Support
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs To You

.\~

tlJ,
""

€AfiNG SOY CAK€S.,,

W€AVING RfJ&S ,,,

,,. WRff/N6
CH€CKS 'TO
''8HA&lvAN''
fKOM OfJR
CAMPIJ/fJN

me

f(JN{l,,,

!3Y 601)
W€'V€ &OT
10 f<.€5CI/€
1HAT POOF<
E¾JY.

. POHTS:\10UT H
603-436· 1151
HA:\1PTON
603-926-6787
\,1 A . . N . H .. :\·1E .

\

\
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Sign-up Sheet - - - - - - ·

-----E SPIO NAG E---

K

<continued from page 6)

ul

flexible institution used today · are taking over the human
element of spying.
to prevent war," said Wheeler.
In the US there are 140
Today the US spends approximately $10 billion on intelli- thousand people involved in
gence, according ~o-Wheeler, intelligence, and three out of
and the USSR spends at least four of these people are from
the private sector according to
that.
Most of this cost is due to thP Wheeler. Of these, less then ten
computers, and satellites now percent are actually spying
used in intelligence. Wheeler Wheeler said.
said_machi~::; _auu computers

Live without it
For.one day
Yon may last longer
than you think!

Career Planni ng Course
For Credit

Take the pledge to stop smoking
for on,e day, on Nov. 15, when the

• A 2 crodit Caroor Planning Course for UNH Undergruda utes

•
•
•
•
•
•

GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

Offered for the Spring Semester of 1984-85.
Learn how to integrate career and educational goals.
Freshmen and Sophomore s encouraged to enroll.
Begin early career planning to aid in eventually choosing a major.
Course Title: Career Planning DCB 599C
Listed in the Fall Time & Room Schedule

comes to UNH
Let's jump on the band wagon to a healthier
America

Registration

name

- Students may register for the Career Planning Course
through the standard pre-registration form and procedures.
-Special students (non-degree) may register through the
Division of Continuing Education.

· Sponsored by the Health Service Consumer Board - -

Pi Kappa Alpha /Mille r Beer
Decetn ber 1984
Degree Candidates!

A list of all students who have filed an
intent-to-gr aduate card for the December 1984
graduation is now posted on the bulletin
board in the basement of Thompson Hall.

If you plan to graduate in December·and
your name is NOT on the list, please come
in to Room 8A, Thompson Hall at once.

COMM ENCEM ENT
"DECEM BER 15th, 10:30 AM

Bene fit Foot ball
Tour nam ent

Proceeds go to Cerebal Palsy
$35.00 Entry Fee
$150.00 1st prize
Where:
Upper Practice Fields (Field House)
When:
Sat., Novembe r 10th, Sun., November 11th
Contact:
Andrew Hart at 868-9830 or 2-1292

,

.

If yo u h~1 ve an y t.1ue st io ns. please call me or Frances
Z imm er man a t 2-1554. Thank you!

'

~

~ t....,l.\: ..

-
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Earn Over $1,000 A Month
· While Still In School
Juniors! Seniors! If you're a math, engineering or physical sciences major,
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $1,000 every month.
It's part of the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly ,
$25,000 you can earn while
still in school is just the
start.
When you successfully
complete your studies and
become a Naval officer, you
receive an additional $6,000
bonus. On top of that you receive a year of graduate-level training you can't
get anywhere else at any price.
·
As an officer in today's Nuclear Navy you have a career advantage no
civilian job can offer. The Navy operates over half the nuclear reactors
in America. The early responsibility and unequaled experience you get as a
member of the nuclear propulsion officer team place you among the
nation's most respected professionals in one of the world's
fastest growing fields.
In addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer,
after four years with regular promotions and pay increases you can be
earning as much as $37,400. That's in addition to a full benefits package.

---FIELD HOCKEY--(continued from page 24)
3-1, but overturned UConn 43 in a dramatic overtime game.
The first-round matchup will
be a replay of last week's
UConn-UMass game which
UConn won 2-1. All three teams
are veterans of national playoffs.
UNH lost to Penn State 1-0 last
year in the first round. UMass
was third in 1983 and UConn,
which won in 1981, has been
a two-time runnerup.
UNH has 16 wins to set a
record for the most victories
during the. regular season. A
rugged schedule pitted the Wildcats against eight top 20 teams.
UNH won six of those games,
but lost ro UMass and to Old
Dominion 1-0 on a penalty
stroke.
UNH outscored its opponents 62-15 for a single season
scoring record. Barb Marois has
led on defense, but also leads
in scoring with 16 goals and six
assists, scoring most off a booming drive on penalty corners and
free hits. An injury that kept
Karen Geromini out of the first
five games hasn't bothered the
All-America since then. She has

scored 11 times. Mary Ellen
Cullinane, who scored the gamewinner against UConn, has nine
goals. Also Patty Heap set a
single season assist mark with
15.
With Heather Reynolds, Kate
Dumphy, Sandy VanderHeyden and Marois roaming the
backfield, UNH has held opponents to less than a goal per
game. Also credit the performance of freshman goaltender
Michele Flannel!. Playing with
the poise of a veteran, she has
a 14-2-1 record, nine of UNH's
10 shutouts, and a goals against
of .840.
UConn finished the season
ranked seventh nationally.
There are five All-Americas on
the roster. Tracy Fuchs, a freshman, has scored 18 goals in 18
games. Veteran goalie Terry Kix
has 10 shutouts and has allowed
only 14 goals in 18games.
UMass was ranked fifth nationally. The Minutewomen are
led by Tonia Kennedy with 13
goals and Pam Moryl with
seven. Lynn Carlson has eight
shutouts in goal and a 1.08 GAA.

Find out more about the unique and rewarding Nuclear Propulsion
Officer Candidate Program. Call or write the Naval Management
Programs Office:
Campus Visit on 15 NOV.

Lt. Jack Baker
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210
(617) 223-5476

__ Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast

• • • • • • • • • • • • ••·•.....
• • • • •.
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MUSO WANTS
YOU!'

••
•• •
• •
• .• • · MUSO,

•
• •
programming •

---------------------- .
• . ---------------------- .• •
• . ,. Publicity Director
•

the largest student
• • •,, organization on campus is now accepting • •· •
applications for the following positions:
• •
• •
•
•

•

• •• •

•

•

•
•

- du ties include promotion and advertisement •
• • of all MUSO events, particularly MUB pub • •
• • concerts, MUSO film series and MUSO arts • • •
• • • and lectures
• •

•

•
• •
•
: • : Publicity Assistant
• •
•
• • -aid the publicity director with promotion of • •
•
• • • MUSO ·events
• •
• · - -- -- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - ·•.

•

..

.

are paid positions which offer
• •• • These
·
valuable experience
•

••

- - - - - -- - - - ------==--- - - -- - - - - ·
• • Applications available in Rm. 148 - MUB •
.

••
••

•
••
.
• •
•• •
Apply Today!
.
.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •
•••• •••••• •••• • ••••• •••••• •••• ••••• ••••
.
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ARMY COWCiE FUND
So you've started college and you ■
want to go on. You have the ability and

~~~~g~F~~de~a~hd;~~~-!~~i~~~y
the education you've started.

! ~~~~~fr~i~:f!~~~~y:i: ~~h~f
l
~

:

~~r~1~!~e~a~h~~~ili~~~;~~~~~~~t

will match your savings at least five to

one. With a two-year enlistment, you'll

=~!~~~~:~

:;~,[a°~d~~~~ !s

t:~~hy::r

$20,100 for college.
_ Keep on growing in college with the
Army College Fund. See your local Anny
Recruiter for details~
_
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Apartments for Rent ]

!91

-·· - - ~ , _ _ _ !

2 ] I OOllllll i llt ,S W i lll l t·<i f(l l 10 I t i (llll
cluplt ·x ill 5 W1ntpr St . OllVf't Rf•nt $4:)0
fm S( •lllf !Sl f' r plt:S $100 Sf:< urIty cl f: pos 1t
clw· 0 f•1 · 1 C:;ill cl ,1ys 862 2730. ilSk for
Clm s (1r J11l1 P or 1:vf,s 742 8987
Roomm il tf' nr:f,clmltl to slrnre 3 -bf,clroom
np;irtnwnt with two otlwrs Loccltecl 111
clown town Oov f!r K V;in vny cJCCf!SSilblf:
$150 00 mo plus utll1t1es C;ill Scott or
Mc1tt il t 749 -9572 or see Scott 111 the MUB
kitchen

-JU!

_H_e_,_P_w_a_n_ted
__

Ec1 rn fr ef: tr ,i vf•I ,111d f, xt rn m o n f,y ns El
c,1mu s rf,pl l l NE /1 1 Stucl f, nt Trilvf,I
Co mp ;111 y Is sn, k1n q rqis for it s Bf: rmucl c1,
. B,1hc1m;i s il ncl Fl or 1cl c1 spring br f, nk trip s
'Ci1 II Pnul . Pf• rson to pe rson coll ec t Rt 161 7 1
4 49111 2 . 9 5 . m i6 17)4447863. 610
'p

Ill

Wo rk Studv f: ;irn ,,,rrc, r1 1t,I11-,y ro r tl1f,
l1n l1d;1ys $4 0 0 pe r lrnu1 Mu s t wo rk 3 hr s
111 InI11 1t Im Iw r Wf• f·k
Fl r:x1hlf• ho ur s
S<·ve r,1I 101J s- 0Iw qf :ilrr ,cl for pcopl f, w ho
' ltlq• l o wrt l f:. o nr· for JH·opl f: wl ,ll typ c: C;i l l
868 :) 6 6 9 ii llci lf'ilVt· ii ll1 f'SSilqf •
L11ok tll(I fo t ;t ful l l illl" Sf'C'i t' l i trl i tl
p11sI I I11n ! l1nv 1· ;11 1 Ex1• 1·11t1 v,· S1•cr1 ·t,rr1 :il
A ssoc 1;,lf•s D1·q1 <·c· M y typI11q s1H •f:d Is 90
WC llci ', 111 ·1 111 11111 1( • ;111cl sl 1ort hitllrl 1 ::io
Plf• ,1s1· w rIlf· 01 ,ln ;1 J Stf: ,11 ns 33 Tl111cl
St Dc ,u ·1 NH 03820

· Yilmill 1,1 folk ciuIt;ir . strnp c1 ml c,rsf, l1mf!iy
usf' cl , $100; twin milttress c11lcl box
sprInq s. qoqcl cone! $50. somr: l11wll sc nrcl11 r y twin f1tt f, d SfJr f• ,rcl $10 ,
n1qhtt;rlilf, . $20. Youth btlw Schw111n , 3
1603) 659 2606
Sp $40·59 Volkswilqon , qoocl concl1t1on m,E ,cls
minor hody work $500 Ask for Oun
Th o mp son 868 9723
Lii ll flf! AR T11f:r111of1t S11f, 9 1985 Br;incl
rww B,1rqc11n c1t $200 Cilll Boll nt
1207 )439 3794

Personals
Jf ,,111 111 stokl ·. Let 's qPt toqf'ther
Sllmet I11H, ,111d w,1 to knnw finch othf!r Do
you l1kf' to d,111cf •7 I clo Low,. ADB II
H1 Brtl('\ ,t I lovr, youl Good luck on
Tuf,sclnyl Lovr , ,rlw,1ys , Trncy
S,1wyf,r Mcn·s Soccm Tenm - Gnocl lur.k
on Tuf,sclny You cnn do 11 1
M1clwlle , Physics isn 't so hacl If I pnssf,d
11 . you will You ·re pn,tty good Ell the
th1nqs you do, c1nywc1yt Don 't forriet
cl1nnm 111 a couplE, of Wf:f:ks - how nbout
something ITALIAN7 Tony
Film Is k1nq Telev1s1on Is furniture
Frt f1 nds c1rf, concf,pt s and Laudm stuff Is
qay
CJ . Thnnks for c1 weat t Ime lc1 st Thursclay
nt our ril1d I 'm ~JIEICI we met - ynu wf,rfI cl
(l[ f! Elt l1ttlf! q1rl - I'm sorry 1f I made you cry
1·111 look1nr1 forwarcl to seeing you in the
futurf• Tnkf! care Sef! you soon Ken .
J11dy , Tlwnks for the dinner ,1nd the talk
tht: nthf,r n1qht I·vf, m1ssf,d you - Wf!
ce rtclillly lwv e to lllilkf, cl hettf!r effort ill
rw11Inq tow,thf,r <,sw,c1;illy sIncr, I·IIIw 111
sunny Snn 01c,ri o · D
To tlH, NPw York roildtf: S from Hf, tlf,I lnnd
o f tlw cliosE,n ff,w lff'w wh,1I7 ) W1 , l1c1vf•
ii filllliiSIIC Wf• f: kl'nd ;1IH,,1d of us Ollf :
wlH•n ftlli!lly tl w prE ,s surf, will IJ1 , off (W ,rs
11 <•Vf!I llll for Bilho7I Do you tl11nk Wt! can
l1 ;111cll1 i 117 Aft f,r ·all ill tlw wmcls of tlw
1111mc1rt,1I " B1q Chill " . · How much s< ,x. fun
;111cl frn :llclsh1p c,I11 on<· mnn lilke 7" If it's
Jo, ,. I·c1 s,1y ,riot NonetlH,IE,ss . the B1q
Appl1, won ' t hf • thf, sc111H, ns prohilhly
won ' t IH, Dnvc, ·s emit GE ,t psyclH,d for
Fr1clay . 2 30 11 lovf' . Dorin
ALIENS from another cnmpus
(Exchangees) only six weeks lf,ft In
Durham . Robin (HM F) will be tec1ch1nr1
"proper etiquette" classes in prepc1rc1tion
for our return toc1vi11zc1t1on (Sf1eyour tI111e
nncl rnorn schf,ciules for details) Muppet
News Flc1shl Exchnn~Jf! volleyball team
upsE,t by Willinmson Actually the TEAM
Iust lost , STEVE was upset M• Bniley clo
you suppose you could teach Knox the
"natural lucle stElte" which you have so
adeptly perfected Trivia "What is the
highest number of hrnin cells one can
df!Stroy in six consecutive weekends?"
Watch Mikf! B.
and find out .
WANTED Ollf! babysitter for El Kamikazee
partier for his "legal " weekend 111 NY
Hnrnrd pny Attf•nc1on Attenc1on . Anyone
who h;is sf, f, n WE,ndi 117 the soon to be
1nfc1mous " rpfr1rwrc1tor posf•· you cnn
c:,rtch tlH1 hourly show1nq M -- F 8 cl m - - 5
pm. Sat Nonn - 4 , RAndnll 322 Now
Wenc!t c1re11·1 yoll qlml th e other pIcs cl1cln ·1
turn o ut7 To the otlwr two triplets (Chn1
,llld Mnril). I neecl w1lcl c1ntIcs 111 NY heforf,
I put you In tlw Iwxt column (Plec1sf• f1rn
snnw wny for us to tell you npmt ) This
wefli<f,llci Wf,ci night yoes to Conm,ct1cut.
PO S c1ncl c1 host of otlwrs terrorize the
li1g Applf! , nncl c1 smnll bnnd of
n,volut1onm1es mvc1de Mc 1ntrec1I Thf!re·s
nowlwrn I£,ft to h1df,I PO S

CLASSIFIED
HPEidy Ruclolph7 Prc1ct1ce make pnfect nnd I'm up for c1 l1ttlf, prnct1cf,I This tmw
IE,t's leaVf, Alnn Funt out of It - but clon 't
for~wt tn brinq your unclf'rwf:m -- I feel
this urgent need to write o.r 111 I love you I
Sc1ntc1 Ho Hot
To Phi Mu's lc1tE:st and qrec1tf,st clnnc,•r I
only renwmbt:,r c1 lot of WILD d,mc1ng ancl
thf : distinct smell of coconuts Thnnk s for
;1 rirent tImP. Kn,p the Floriclc1 shirt too It
l0oks ,r lot hf!tter on you c1nywc1ys

Susnn · Don·1 worry
I'm not angry
becnuse I lrnven't hearcl from ynu in two
weeks
What c1rf, you clotng for
Thc1nksg1v1ng7 How'd thin\JS \JO at
Holyoke7 I hope to YOUR mlvc1nta\Jt! Ltkf!
our new print? F1nc1lly got tlw m,w
mc1ch1nes goinq Miss ancl love yc1. Donnn
Ste lln. Wlwt's up7 Congrnts on soccf,r at
UCC nnd qoocl luck to tlw Lady Owls You
quys lwttf,r ahw, the kc-lier InstInct 111 Love
MADDOG "

Hf,y MALIBU I thought you l1vecl In
Alexc1ndf,r7 I·m 111to your boots and your
smile What arf, you into? - - A secret
mlm1rer

Okay Ancly , Here's your personc1I Tlw
cl1stributor slipped ancl my tIm111g Is off
When this · Is fixed. we cc1n clo lunch
sometime REDD!

UNH MEN'S HOCKEY TEAM This string
of bad luck doesn 't phase us a bit , right
guys? Let ·s qet som e act I0n on the ice Sc1t
ell BUI W f,. II bf, th111king of yout Chri s ancl
Amy

Nancy. I miss you I UNH mis·sf,s yout Econ
Mike misses youl C;itn1p mis ses youl
Com p back • Better yf, t I'll roc1cl trip to
Bo ston I'm clu e soon Hc1nq cool an be
loose I love yn . Donna

J o hn . tlw devi.l . nncl th e other two who l1k f,
wc1t e rhed s - I know ev eryth1ng1

Fr1clny night 111 thfi MUB PUB It's movif!
t1rn e l " F1vf, Fingers of Death " ancl "Enter
the Drnqon "
Students $1 00 Public
$2 00 Doors open at 8 00 p m Be there

L1 s c1 . Ann : Holl y, Pc1ulc1 , Sc1br1nc1 ,
Mc11·yEll e n. Lauren . Su e. St er,hc1ntP . Ann Mc1r1 e. Betsy ancl Sh f,ryl I didn 't know I
co uld find out so mu c h cl1rt c1bou1 you guys
plc1y1nq "I ll f!ver "
SI 0r,h:, n, o , VVl,n r ·::, fl llS I tlf:clr cl DOLlt tcl klll q
sl1o wers 7 I lrnpf, you 're r, syclwd to room
top etlwr
To the g uys on 20 Young Dri ve Jul1c1
Cl 1ilds would hf! Jenious of your culinary
f1nf,sse - the m eal wn s grent Thank
Brutu s (Bruc f, on cnmpus) for tlw
f: nt e rtrnnmf,nt By the wc1y w f, didn 't w;ilk
hon1e nncl qn " EWWEE " l1k 0. tlw q1rls 111
th f: moVlf!
Df, Rr D B i'ind Clms You d1cl nn excf,llf,nt
I oh thi s p;Ist wc ·ek f! llcl Bf!th. my pnrnnts
ancl mysf:lf wHf, overwhf,lmed with tlw
hot1sf :. tlw fond, thf, Sf!I up I Sf")f:clk for nil
tlw pleclrws . We love you , Bf,th DZ
pledrws
Hnppy B1rthclc1y Patti C W E! nil hope your
;ink le Is better , Andrf!EI and you feel bettn
soon . Kyle We had fun Ke lly, Kim,
Chrissy . Di Jean, Cathy ancl Priscilla Ell
mor'rn1ng PT's Love. DZ Pledges
Thnnk s NH Gfmts You mc1cle my pc1rent's
weel<e nclt Aftn they left the performElnCf,
tlwy wantNI to hear "More" c1gc1In
lwcnuse you brought back so many
wonderful nwmorIes Thank you Pam
Thanks DZ sist e rs . Wf, loved our evening
run Tues Thf, IcecrE 'Ellll was qr eat too t
Lf,t's do It c1q;iIn , hut ple c1sf,, not In the
nenr future . my leqs are too soret PTAA
ancl Plf,dries
Hey G SPOFFORD! Don't forq et tlw
dt:,nl
North M1ch1qc1n trnd f, -off for
Prov1clPnce. rt~Jht7 It's only f;i1r c1ftf!r nll .
wf, drove to Lowell I If you don 't kf, ep tlw
ci f1c1I - C111rly for one month! Lnvf, ynt
Chris ,rncl Amy •
To my prf,ppy, consf,rv,ItIw, Rf,publ1c,1n
w1thoul tilf : BMW - S1nu, you lilu,d your
pE,rson ,1I Inst week so much . lwrf,·s
,tnotlwr My shf,f,ptsh nr111 Is slowly
d1s;ippec1rInq. hut I know how to w,t 11
hnck Wc1nn,1 lu,lp nw7 Lnvf, . L1sc1
Fr1clc1y nit£, In tlw MUB PUB It's movie
tmwt "F1vf, F1nqers of Df,nth" c1nd "Enter
tlw Dragon "
Stude nts $1 00 Public
$2 00 Doors open n.t 8 ·00 pm Be there
Bink s It's time to come bock to the riqht
s1cle of campus We miss you - even if
your swf,,lter does look like th e ruglt
Cw1ssy
Confused about what to clo after
grnduc1t1on7 We are too We want you to
I0In us In establishing El group which
would exclrnnrw iclf!EIS ancl offer mutual
support Wf, would like to f!xplorf: ALL
poss1btl1t1f!S All mc11ors nnd ag e s
wPlcorrn; Call Shel1c1 or Al a n clays at 862 3612, cc1II Alc1n evenings at 659 - 2583 .
TOM L
.- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I guf,ss I
1nhfiritecl 1he spc1cInPss tll tlw fnmily Can
we r,rf,tencl toclny is your B D 7 Oh . nncl I
ho pe you ·re tlrns1y1 Love , AMH
tlw UNH FOOTBALL TEAM Gf!t
psyc:lwcl for your qnnw this wE,f,kf,ndl Wfi
,ust wc1nwcl to wish you rinocl luck .
c1lthough you·v e bef,n clning such an
AWESOME 10b this y£ic1r . you probnbly
won ' t nr•f,ci 111 Remember , r,vf,n though
wt: won ' t lw nt Holy Cross, wf, 'II still be
rnntIn11 for you 1 Kick c1ssl - Som£, fans
from tlw M;irch111g Band
To

Z;ich
Why Is 11 tlrnt " You cc1n·1 nlvvays
cwt wlrnt you wan,r I still wc1nt you
DON 'T ABORT Professor nnd wife hAve 3
yf,ilr old clnughter who would love c1
brother or sIstf,r Let's talk 868 - 1760 or
PO Box 309, Durham
Donnn. Does Pike trnve c1 lease on your ·
pleclqe p1117
Bf!tsy, Sexy nightgown I
Ellt,n. I thouqht
c1nywc1y . Hellol

I·c1 write

somethinq

Grizzley , Montreal this weekend7
IRISH UNITE Any info lec1cl1ng to the
whereabouts of our stolen Irish flag
would be c1ppreciE1tecl (Thieves give In
We won't rnc1nr1le you We 1ust want our
flagt) Contc1ct 20 Younq Drive
M1k1. Here Is tlrnt prom1sf,d pnsnn al I iust
wnnt to say ltvf, ynur own life nncl
d1sreqmd tlw " Othf,rs " npInIons E1tlier
_wh1rli •,1 wAy you hnVf, my fm,ndsh1p
;ilw;iys Hope thnt thmgs work out for you

Tom
Yf,s , sir

Do I renlly sny th,rt ,ill thf, t111w7

Dr,arest Cnrolyn. From now on wlwn wr,
qo nut for ONE drink . tlrnt's itll No more
flashing bluf! l1qhts. rrnnts or Hnnnon ·s for
nwl I tl11nk Wf! have worn out our
w f, I corn e In Dover , Let · s q o to
PORTSMOLJ.THt Love. your roommc1tf!.
JW

DON 'T ABORT Profes sor ancl wif e have 3
yf,ar old dnurJht er who woL_Jid love c1
br nth Pr "' o, o t c. , Lc:I ·" !El lt< 86 8 - 1760 or
PO Box 309. Durham
Almost everyon e on campu s hns a n avy
bluf, BACKPACK , but so mf,body hns
mm e t If yo u prckecl up my EMS pack with
blc1ck strnps- I'd r1Iv e nn ythlll~J to fJf'I 11
bit ck I know how much they n il look alike
I'm hc1vinq enou.qli trouble Ir,i Accounting
WITH my books I PLEASE \Jive Amy El cc1II
Rt 868 -6110 or drop it off In a bng with my
nnmf! nt the MUB desk REWARDlt
If you Sf!f! TRICIA W this wef!i<f1nd, nrnkf,
s ure you buy lwr c1 clrink -c1nd ti she's
c1lr£•ady durnk -Just wish her El HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! t We love you T your roomIf,s,
Amy , Bonrne nnd Ston ey
Joanne. Seeing you In class three days c1
wf,ek JU St Isn ·1enough I I love talking to ya,
let's do 11 somf!whmf, besidf!S Parsons
2011 Just c1sk me to give you El call, c1ncl
we 'll tEikfi 11 from tlwre . " 1< " 1 Renwmher. I
tried once, nncl I want to try c1gc11nt I Your
Polly-Sci notf, -tak1ng companion
MEV -- How ya bef,n7 Lonq time no see
Wf, hacl somf, qood tell ks tile first couple of
Wf! f, ks h ere Just tryIn~J to hf! a friend
Don ' t w;int to causf, nny probl f,ms Just
want to tc1lk - RBW
5th FLOOR STOKE To the gorgeous
blonde 111 the nreen GUERTIN JElcket somebody's wntchmg youlll
ERIC - Whntever hnppenecl 10 lunch? I
still haVf, you "only clf,nn pc1Ir of swents "
-- THE CLOWN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KRISTENII We loVf,
you HaVf, a went wf,ekf! nd on us but don 't
ovnduf, 11 Keqi srni11nq and stc1y happy
lwc: c111sf! you cif,s£,rv1• 11 Lovf! Jnn . Beck .
Jul1f, nnd D;inny
Shaun - Ancl 10 think , we thought that
you wne such a fun ouvt Oh well . I guess
w f, like you c1nywc1yl Signed . X1 ,X2.X3
Shnun - - HaVf, you been sleP.p1ng well
lc1tely7 (On c1 rnce comfy mElttressl)
Signed, X 1 ,X2 .X3
Hey 74C. You two are mellowing in your
old arie When are we going to all party
together c1gc1in 1
GOING WESP DRIVE MY CARI Would
like my car to he on West Coast in major
city some time 111 mid to late December
82 Honda with nice tape deck needs El
driver , Call 749 - 6334
Teresa , You·re El greEII little s1ster!lt Get
psyched for the PD Boston will be El great
11meII1 Love Colleen
Hey Clms (It (The Mad Slimer)I Life's
grf,c1t· becc1use of you You brighten up my
clay! Why do you .have that smile on your
face all the time? ls it becausf, of me7 Love
Green Eyes
'
BillP
been
more
Chris

- I·msorryyourl,1ttle hrotherhc1sn ·1
arouncl lc1tel·1 Could 11 be that I'm
fun to be aroundn You 'll have to nsk
nbout that Green Eyes

To ANNE . VICKI , AND HEIDI . Thanks for a
weal 1Irnf, Fri night - We 'll hc1vf, to clo It
c1qc1In soon I Love D c1nd J PS We want
you soooo bc1d I
How Bout
M1c:hele with One "L" LUNCH some t1n1e7 I'll buy. 0 K 7
Scotty Who's House are we qoing to for
cl1nm,r this weekencl7 We'd better decide
quickly
Saturday n1r1ht Is fast
c1pproc1ching . No more poker games for
you I could bare-ly stand beating you It's
your turn to get the wood I hope our
hc1ven is still standing or we'I I have to take
in c1 movie Who needs money. We can
charge it Love ya, Doll
EDDIE (for1unc1te - protection). The nicest
pc1rts of my clays are when I'm thinking of
you . Your funny Stick

F. has no personality but likes cow 'tanks' ,
P doesn't have c1 Weclm,sday house, K
wants El cement wave and braidf,ci bun,
and S. (I 'm sosure)doesn·twantseconcls
BUT BABUSHKA LOVES YOU ALL!
MATT ~ Thanks for fix1nq my CElr I owe
you one (0 K maybe c1 couple) Chew Nf,xt tI11w I won 't miss you Get c1 real
Namel Winnie mc1ke yourself c1vc1ilc1bleHow about Paco's H .H . PK - Thanks for
rnc1k1ng lc1s1 wef,lwnd fun . Counting on
you this wef,kend T
PK Be at home 5 PM Friday - You're
being kidnapped . Two beautiful women
me rioing to take you away to the Paridise
of your dreamstl Bring the plastic .. it's
your treat TO SJ
Sean Oh hideous little hat , size of c1 Coast
Gumd cutt er, May the curse of Mary
Malone ;incl her nm f, blind illeg1t1mc1te
children chase you so far over the hills of
Worrntown that Elmer B himse lf can't
find you with a high powe r rifl e - Ah,
Cl em
Jason , J eff , Jim & Bric1n - He re 's to the
thr e O 'clo ck rnn:>nl
Andi
H ey Ducl e l ; Rom c ot I Mr
Studlyt
Thanks for everything - for be ing you t Th e
9th is close as hc1ndil I love ya , Jasont Pud Jul1et 1 Anclt
To th f, Sc1ntanc1 Production Crew You
peoplf, are awesome! You all clrd a great
Job I'm looking forward to working with
nil of you again . Thorogood Dec 2nd7
Thc1nks c1gc1In - From all of us hem at
Scope to all of you CO -PM
MM - - I th111k you 've learned "a thing or
two" from mf, already becc1use of what
you wrote t·o me I don't think you realize
how hc1ppy thc11 small effort on your pc1rt
mmJe m e It made c1II my effort all the
more worthwhile . If you're willing to
lec1rn. I'm willing to teach and we ' ll tElke
cc1re of that shield together Love &
Understanding, J K.
Ricky - You are the sweetest guy on
campus . All the girls Ell UNH should he as
lucky as we Eire to know you . We love you
MOREi Jen & Heather
Alana - Never in my life has somebody
touched my heart as you have . I hope th Ell
somedc1y you will share my name . All my
love to you

Leiqh, It's been f!XEICtly one month since
luncht When will we chow again?
Whf:re·s the reply7 Kathy and Patricia

To my spouses feeding the kids this
morning I looked Rt you guys deep in
dreams of weekends and kicks, and I
thought it was about time to get this off to
you I had El father to duckling talk last
night with the kids and I finally bribed the
plans for the weekend of the 16th out of
them I've got to admit, I was impressed!
But I quess I never had to question your
Judgement, each day with you two is
better than the last , and weekends pass
I 1ke fine, dry wine. Polygamy is better than
I ever 1mc1ginecl it. But still. there Is this
weekend before the big one , so let's hit
New York City da ncing , and find some
good loving on Shakedown Street We'll
talk about it over dinner, maybe tofu
reubens7 I don't know . Much Love,
Mc1xmillc1n
Stev e D ., Happy B1rthdc1yl I hope you wish
up on El lot of LUCKY STARS . Don 't go
making too many Thriller Videos . LovP Y;,t
777

l<EN , You 're so se nsitive . What beter w ay
to spf!nd an evening? Let' s conven e soon
ancl mm th e night away
CHRIS , In th e classical sense , you are
unreasonably captivating
Penny , Now we know the truth . Men are
Just spare baggage! Kook!a
To High Land House - Even though your
door's close don 't tak e to heart the little
woe·s the world with in from the world
without has caused your sophist to have
some doubt
Davt:, E , The pAst month has been the best
111 my life . I can 't wait until next
September Love, yQJ.Jr fiancee, Jennifer
To my BRAWNY INTELLECTUAL, the most
wonderful of birthdays
You are
suigeheris and our unilocularity is
sum mum bonum to me . From one cloyed
with your attentions

Lynette , What are the chances of c1 date
soon? I know you're busy , but who isn't .
Whenever - Rob
A lesson in life of a teacher's thought
Thanks for friend ship that may begin
from a ne xt door neighbor trying to fit in as
El friend

To not exchange in interplay on how to
save or how to pay, To neither give a
wmnmg try but just give up and say
goodbye, To he ruled by cluiter's shE1rrif
thought
To our favorite BelEI pledges · Best of Luck
durinq Hell week . You guys are the
qrnntest. and we're not partial. Just think
of th£, honor of being brothers on
Saturday We adore yout XXOX H ,B,&J
(Stoke 3rd)

/

We, the editors

Marie G
Let 's get together this
weekend Huh7 It 's been c1 long time since
we·ve pE!rtinPtt L & D
LIKE CORNISH GAME HEN 1 Come to the
Fall Hj HVf!St Dinner on November 10
Sponsored by Hotel 403 Tickets are ,
$ 10 95 nnd Available at the MUB Ticket
Office or at the door
LISA B. Had a great time at Sunday 's
ff,stiv1t1esltt Pictures are hilarious, let's
take some "candid" shots this time . Can 't
wc1It till you move in Afterhours perhaps7
- L & D
Lauren J,i an (c1kc1 Cheryl) - Don 't let the
" bf! EISts" 9f!t you clown . There are nice
ones out thf,rf, sornewherelt Eniov
yoursf'lf now We'll always be here for
you! PC In your room this weekencll KEile
& Tanya
Donna - T11c1nks for thf, treat at work , and
the card (how true) ancl the c1clv1ce You 're
;, te rrific friend ·Love ya - L -

of
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do express_

To my Wild G1rlfr1encl - I missed seeing
you thi s w f,ekencl Lf!t's hope this comin9
wef,ke nd w e 'll b e able to get together
c1gc1In Bf'c; 1cles. we ' ll have thrf!e clays
111stec1cl of twot Young Republican without
c1 BMW
·
Dnve - A DZ always keeps her promise . so
lif,rE, ·s your w ,rsonnl , f,ven though I hacl to
wc1It lonqn to qf!l mine . And about the
nbuse , I know you thrive on it. Hope to talk
to you soon - -let's ke£,p it friendly! Cindy
Torn
Happy Early b-day, sweetie!! Just
whEII you wc1ntecl for this happy occasion.
c1 pmsonc1I in the NH . We'll make it El day to
remember even though you've already
gotten your present(s)tt Thc1nx for the best
2 years evert IP S Watch out for snappers
c1ncf rierbils , they're out to get you Love ya
lots, TDC
Hey 403's - Get psyched for El great
clinnf,r Saturday We'll knock 'em dead
with our all -out effort for the best 403
cEltered event ever!t Let's go!!! Tracy and
Pete

our thanks and love
to all of the
dedicated people
who help to make
this such a great
newspaper.

Carrie - GREAT MOVIE -AND BLAKE'S
WAS FABULOUS! WhEII can I say about
Young Drive - not much except don't be
pinching those boys in plain sights . We
Love you Banshee - KEiiie & Lori
There is c1 girl named Zena who is El real
neat chick, whenever I need El good friend,
she's the one I pick Weshouldgo out a lot
more, because we c1Jwc1ys have El blast,
I'm sure we'll have more great times, as
we·ve had in the past. Love Karen
ATTENTION NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENTLEMEN We think you guys are
terrific; we have nothing but the utmost
respect and admiration for you . It was
(ancl will continue to be) an honor to sing
with such c1 ftne qroup Very sincerely,
your most mclent, enthusiastic & loyal
frn1s & Admirers, The Nornbles - Debbie,
Judy, Christ111e, Rozi, Krista, Sanely,
Kc1rlc1, Michele, c1nd Robin

HAPPY
BELATED
BIRTHDAY
ALANI

¥,.'... and I might add that Wednesday, the 7th, was my birthday ... "
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UNH rallied for the next six
points before-finally losing 1510. The strong Northeastern
team then captured the second
game 15-4, although UNH
continued to play well.
Against the overmatched
Salem State squad, the 'Cats
were in control virtually from
start to finish as they came out
with a 15-5, 15-7 victory.
"Everybody displayed the
good, basic skills they possess,"
said a pleased Ford. "The pressure is off now. They have gone
through a lot. All I can ask from
them for the rest of the season
is what they gave in these

FIRST
ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
UNHSKICLUB

THURSDAY 7-9 pm NOVEMBER 15.
BELKNAP ROOM, MUB.

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
1984-1985 Season Schedule
to be Discussed.

matches; 100 % effort."
The split gives UNH a 20-10 record and the 'Cats are
waiting for what will hopefully
be an ECAC bid.
The Wildcats close out their
regular season today and tomorrow on the road. They play
Eastern Connecticut, one of the
top Division III teams, today
and Boston College and Rhode
Island tomorrow.
"Eastern Connecticut is going
to be tough, but we can beat
them," said determined Cody .
" We 've already beaten B.C.
easily several times this season,
but URI will be very tough."
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Friday, November 9
in the MUB PUB

MARTIAL ARTS FILMS
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'Five Fingers of Oeath':

-

AND

:c-- - ~

'Enter the Dragon'

$1.00 Students $2.00 Public
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
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ARE YOUR COLLEGE FINANCES
IN CRfflCAL CONDfflON?
Joining the Army Reserve can reduce your college costs.

If you qualify, our Educational Assistance program will pay up to

Cool Aid

$1,000 a year of your tuition for four years.
If you have taken out a National Direct or Guaranteed
Student Loan since October 1, 1975, our loan Forgiveness pro,.
gram will repay 15% of yourdebt(up to $10,000)or $500, whichever is greater, for each year you serve.
If you'd like to find out more about how a Reserve enlistment
can help pay for college, call the number below. Qr stop by.

''Someone to talk to''

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.
Sgt. Richard Halderman .
Tel. 749-0441
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Women's swim team too muCh for Catamounts
By Steve Langevin
She's only a freshman, but is
already making waves with the
UNH women's swim team.
Her name is Abby Robb, from
Andover, Mass. In her very first
appearance for UNH she won
the 50m free style and took

second in the 100m butterfly,
as the Wildcats throttled the
University of Vermont 88-54
Tuesday in the Swasey Pool.
"I wasn't nervous," said Robb
about her first meet. "Well
maybe a little bit," she finally
admitted. "I didn't expect to win,

Free styles strong
for male swimmers
By Steve Langevin
The back stroke is in the
Losing three of its top capable hands of Steve Moreau
swimmers to graduation has and co-captain Steve Fernandez.
hurt the depth of the UNH Moreau, a junior, has placed
men's team, but not its hopes second in the New Englands the
for another strong showing at last two years. Both he and
the New Englands.
Fernandez will also participate
Gone from last year·s squad · rn the individual medleys. Aidare Al Stuart, Steve Warren and ing them in the medleys will be
Tim Hamilton. Stuart is the Randy Jewell and Craig HazelUNH record holder in the 200m tine.
fly and placed second in that
UNH's lack of depth is most .
event at the New Englands. He evident in the breast stroke
was also a finalist in the 100m where Rob Warren will have
fly. Steve Warren was one of the to get help from freshman John
top performers in the breast· Fields and sophomore Darren
stroke events a year ago, while Mingo.
Hamilton was a strong free style
The butterfly events are solid
swimmer, who was on the relay as Schueler and Gordon man the
team that placed seventh in 100m, while Moreau and
New England.
Warren will handle the 200m.
The strength of this year's
Another strength of this team
squad rests in the free style will be in the free style relays,
events. Co-captain Bob Schueler, where Gordon, Schueler, Hugo
a New England finalist in the and Margarino appear to be the
50 and 100m events, heads this frontrunners at the moment.
fine group. He will get strong Others looking for spots are
support from a couple of fresh- Roberts and Swirbliss in the
men, Doug Gordon and Matt 800m and Stewart in the 400m.
Stewart. Gordon will see action
The divers are led by senior
in all three short, free style Al Beaulieu, while good things
events, while Stewart is expect- . are also expected from sophoed to see most of his action in more Tim Bryant and Freshman
the 50 and 100m. Further bols- Jim Egan.
tering this group is returner · - "We were really hurt by
Gino Margarino, who will be graduation,and the lack of depth
the leader in the 200m.
that has caused will hurt us in
The distance freestylers are the dual meets," said UNH
a veteran group with junior Dan coach Frank Helies, "but we still
Roberts and sophomores Flip want to maintain a top 12
Hugo -and Chris Swirbliss all ranking in New England and
returning after fine seasons last are hoping for a top 10 finish."
year.

but I felt real good and although in the 200 individual medley. _ their event. Ewell took second
that isn't my best time, I'm
The other two double· indid- in both back stroke events, while
happy with it since its so early vidual winners for the 'Cats Melissa Lawrence took second
in the season," she added.
were Beth Robinson and C.J. in the 200m butterfly and finWhile Robb was making her Jones. Robinson took the 100 ished third in the 200m breast
mark, the UNH veterans did and 200m back strokes, while - stroke. Also Barbie Bennett
exactly what was expected of Jones won the 500 and 1000m captured third in the 200m
indiviual medley and the 100m
them, winning virtually ever- free styles in easy fashion.
Single winners individually breast stroke.
ything in sight.
Other scorers for the 'Cats
Co-captains Martha Clohisy for UNH were Anne Lowrie in
and Emily Cole each captured the three-rrieter dive and Bir- were Sarah Terrill, Amy Austin,
two individual events and singer in the 100m breast stroke. Sue Dale, Maureen Good, and
teamed with Pam Birsinger and Lowrie's victory in the three- Anne Chute. All finished third
Debbie Ewell for the winning meter dive avenged a close loss in the various free styles.
The Wildcats (1-0) resume
time in the 200m medley relay. earlier in the meet to UVM's
action
tomorrow when they
Clohisy won the 100 and 200m Scott in the one-meter dive.
Several other Wildcat travel to Storrs, Conn. to meet
butterflys while Cole captured
the 100 and 200m free style swimmers collected points for the University of Connecticut
events. Clohisy also took second the Wildcats, but didn't win Huskies.

Lowell stops men's hockey

By Steve Langevin
for a shot from the left wing broke up a two-on-one in the
Play the Lowell Chiefs' hock- side. His shot, which appeared final minute of the period, kept
ey team away from home and to be UNH's second goal, the score 2-1 after two.
"We tried to speed up the
its checking game isi:i't to_o skipped off the crossbar, as
effective, but play them rn their Lowell dodged the bullet.
pace," said Rossetti, "but that
The whole flow of the game didn't work."
own smaller Joe Tully Forum,
with their crowd behind them, switched to Lowell's favor later
The Chiefs upped their lead
in the period when freshman to two in die third period,
and you've got trouble.
The UNH Wildcats found Bill Dohaney picked up an despite some fine work by the
that out last year when they errant pass in the UNH end. UNH penalty killers, who held
battled to a 3-3 overtime tie with He walked in on UNH netmind- Lowell out in a two-minute fiveLowell at Tully Forum. This year er Bruce Gillies who made the on-three situation. But while
Lowell proved to be even initial save, but Dohaney slid trying to kill off the second xtougher, handling the Wildcats the rebound into the far corner checking call on Brian Byrnes,
as he fell to the ice, tying the Lowell finally broke through
a 5-3 loss Tuedsay night.
on a rebound goal.
In the early going it didn't score at 1-all.
Things were looking bleak
From that point on the
seem that the smaller ice surface
was bothering the 'Cats, as they Chiefs' forechecking picked up, . for the Wildcats until at the
dominated play. They were able . bottling up the speedy 'Cats, as midway point of the period
to contain the Lowell break out Lowell slowly took control of -Lowell picked up a penalty. Two
quick passes from Shane Skidwhich resulted in numerous the tempo of the game.
"Before they got that goal, mo.r~, to Lee, to Dan Muse,
scoring opportunities. Finally
capitalizing on this advantage we felt like we were going to produced a powerplay goal for
was UNH' s James Richmond. beat them fairly easily," said UNH with 6:39 remaining in
He took a pass from the left UNH forward Mike Rossetti, the game.
Gillies kept it a one-goal game
wing by Tim Ha.nley and redi- "but after that goal we let down
rected it past Lowell goalie Dan a little. They forechecked really when he robbed Tim Foley from
Demole four minutes into the well in their smaller rink. It isn't point-blank range minutes later,
like Snively where there is more but then Lowell's John Shunski
game.
capitalized on a mental lapse
Minutes later the much- space," he added.
Lowell continued to outplay by the UNH defense and beat
improved UNH powerplay got
its first chance of the evening the Wildcats in the second two defenders to a loose puck.
when Lowell's Paul Mahan was period, with the.end result being He burst between them and beat
whistled off the ice for hooking. Dohaney's second goal at 9:27. Gillies with a low shot to the
The 'Cats moved the puck well Strong play by Gillies and short side, seemingly locking
and soon set up Peter Douris defenseman David Lee, who up the game.
However UNH got a break
with :53 remaining when a wrist
shot by Byrnes from the left
point ricocheted off of Richmond's leg and past a stunned
Demole. Lowell's Jon Morris
with senior Kathy Brandell, regional qualifier at Penn State
Early in the year, she was finally sealed the victory with
Schaff has given the Wildcats Nov. 10.
plagued by a hip injury which an empty net goal with sevenadded experience. Schaff and
The team has give~ Schaff a forced her to cut down on teen seconds left.
Brandell were teammates three tremendous push, helping her mileage. As she started her daily
The Wildcats will be looking
years ago when UNH competed to work on .time and technique workouts again, she develop~d to get back on the winning trail
in the NCAA Championship.
following the year-long layoff a foot problem. This "ache" was Saturday, but it won't be easy.
According to Schaff, running in Scotland. For Krueger, this an injury she laughingly termed Their opponent is the B.U.
· for a college team teaches dis- year has been one of the best. a "walking injury" because of Terriers, at the Walter Brown
cipline which can be applied to "It's been, for me, the best year all the travelling she'd done by Arena. In last week's national
many aspects of her life. She has as far as an athlete-coach rela- foot. Schaff was forced to wait poll the Terriers were ranked
learned to budget her time tionship goes," Schaff concurs. until spring to resume her number one.
between school (she's a zoology "Nancy is so enthusiastic and running.
"Getting a win down there
major with an art minor) and happy for all of us."
would be great," said Rossetti.
running and has learned more
As a junior, Schaff decided
Schaff and UNH cross coun- "We need something to get it
about herself .through team to study in Scotland and wel- try go back a long way. When all together."
unity and individual competi- rnmed the change in environ- she was a freshman, UNH won,.._..,_ _.,.._ _ _ _ _ _...
tion.
ment. "Going to Scotland was the New England and regional
NCAA DIVISION I-AA
During her first two years in the best thing for me," she says. titles and travelled to Wichita, FOOTBALL POLL
college, Schaff worked to im- "I wanted to travel to a foreign Kansas, to compete in the first
prove her track times, especially country, witness a different NCAA Championship held for
1.lndiana St.(9-0)
in the mile which was around culture and travel."
women.
2.Tennessee St.(9-0)
the five-minute mark. But, she
Even though her stay in
3.Alcorn St.(7-0)
says, she wants to improve even Scotland was divided between
"It's a feeling I can't put into
4 .New Hampshire(S-1)
words,"
Schaff
says.
"The
namore and would like to lower studying and travelling, Schaff
her cross country PR of 17:56. still found time to run and tional championship was so
S.Boston Univ.(7-2)
So far this season, she's run a recalls, "Running through Sco- exciting, the competition was
6.Holy Cross(7-1)
17:58. In the New England tland was just incredible. I'd incredible and our team ran
7.NE Louisiana(7-2)
Championship, which Brandell train in fields with sheep and exceptionally well."
s.Miss. Valley st.(7-1)
won, Schaff was the third UNH the long stone walls character9.Rhode Island(S-2)
Right now, Schaff and her
finisher on a difficult Franklin istic of the Scottish landscape.
10.Montana St.(7-2)
Park course in Boston, Mass.
I even had the opportunity to teammates are concentrating
As a team, UNH finished run on the beach noted for its on the upcoming regional meet.
11.Georgia Southern(S-2)
fourth in the New England significance in the movie, 'Cha- The winner of that competition
12.Eastern Kentucky(S- 3 )
Championship and is looking riots of Fire'. That was a real qualifies for the NCAA Cham2>_ __.
pionship Nov. 19 at Penn State. ._.1•2.·M
....
id•d•le_T_e..
n.n•.•
s.t._<1.-.
toward the NCAA -District I thrill!"

After a year off still as good as ever
By Lisa Sinatra
For an athlete who had no
plans to run competitively in
high school or college, Liese
Schaff has developed into an
outstanding runner.
Schaff, a senior at the University of New Hampshire and
a native of Stockton, N.J., is one
of the primary reasons for the
success of the UNH women's
cross country program.
"I ran. a few races in grade
school, but the thought of
running in high school or college never entered my mlnd
until a friend persuaded me to
try out for the team my freshman year in high school," she
recounts.
Schaff was more interested
in running the shorter track
distances (half-mile and mile)
. rather than pursuing cross
country. But as her freshman
year wound down, her interest
in running gradually increased.
This sparked her enthusiasm
and led her to run every season
until her junior year at UNH
when she decided to study
abroad in Scotland for a year.
Her return to the team as a
senior was welcomed by head
co_ach Nancy Krueger. Along
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Sports
Field hockey teani ready for NCANs
From Sports Info.
the nation will be eliminated
No one said it would be easy. from the tournament.
Both games take place on
The University of New
Hampshire field hockey team UConn's resurfaced field. As a
is seeded fourth going into this seeded team, UNH normally
weekend's NCAA play9ffs and would host first and secondfinds itself in the hottest, most round play, but more favorable
competitive bracket in the 12- field conditions moved the
games to Storrs.
team tourney.
In other brackets, first-seeded
As one of the four top seeds,
UNH ( 16-2-1) earns a first- Old Dominion (20-0 and tworound bye. The Wildcats play time defending NCAA chamthe winner of the pion) plays the winner of the
Massachusetts-Connecticut North Carolina-Virginia Game.
game in the second round. Second-seeded Northwestern
UMass (13-4) and UConn (16- ( 17-1-1) faces the Iowa-San Jose
3 and 1983 NCAA runnerup) State winner. Third-seeded Temple ( 17-4) goes agamst Kutgers
:,y_ua1t uCf Sacunlay at 11 am.
in -first-round action. UNH · or Penn State.
Semifinals and finals take
plays in the second round Sunday at 2 pm. When that's over, place Nov. 17 and 18 at Springtwo of the top seven teams in field College. Should UNH win

risa Didio, who brings UNH of us. Regionally, we're very
into the NCAA playoffs for the tight. On any given day, any of
second time, notes the fierce these teams can beat the other."
Indeed, UNH lost to UMass
competition among New England teams and says, "It's anybody's ballgame among the three FIELD HOCKEY, page 20

Sunday, it is expected to meet
Old Dominion in the semifinals.
ODU is a heavy favorite over
either North Carolina or Virginia.
Second-year head coach Ma-

Women's volleyball
squad splits pair
With Bechard out of the lineup, Karen Asbury, who has
performed well whenever called
upon this season, took over at
one setter position, with Dianna
Doucette in the other.
Alternating up front in Chal- Jill Sickels(13) in action earlier this season. UNH plays the winner of UMass and UConn Sunday ·
tas' vacated position were Fran in NCAA's.(Judy Olsen file photo)
Day and Jennifer Selldorff.
"They both did well, especially '
considering the limited playing
time they have had," said UNH
head coach Carol Ford.
"Since the B.U. game we've the nation's leader in passing
Playing as the strong side By Steve Langevin
When playing one- been playing 'either-or' teams," efficiency. He has completed
hitter, Christine Schwartz had
one of-her best performances dimensional football teams, the said UNH head coach Bill 59 percent of his passes for 1344
of the season. "She hit well and defense knows pretty much Bowes. "Lehigh and Rhody yards and 10 TD' s. His favorite
also played strong defensively," what to expect and can concen- threw almost all the time, while targets up to this time have been
trate on stopping that one facet, Northeastern ran almost every Leo Carlin (507 yards) and Bill
commented Ford.
In their first match, against however facing a team that can play. It makes them (Holy Cowley (298 yards).
"Peter Muldoon is second
Northeastern, the Wildcats fell run and pass effectively causes Cross) harder to defend because
only to Ehrhardt," said Bowes.
behind early 14-4, but suddenly all kinds of problems for the they can do both."
The game is of extreme im- "Holy Cross has excellent playcame to life. "They (UNH) defense.
The fourth-ranked UNH foot- portance to both teams. A UNH ers at the skill positions," he
started playing better defense
and serving well," said Ford. ball team faces this challenge win, coupled with a win over added.
Last week UNH relied almost
"Everyone out there was giving tomorrow when it travels to UMass next week would give
Worcester, Mass. to do battle the 'Cats the Yankee Conference totally on the ground game,
100% on every point."
with the sixth-ranked Holy title and an automatic berth in throwing only seven passes all
VOLLEYBALL, page 22
the NCAA's. Also two wins game. They felt they could
Cross Crusaders.
would probably give UNH a dominate the line of scrimmage
first round bye. On the minds and they did, especially in the
of both teams is the Lambert second half. This week will be
Cup race. Currently UNH leads a different story though, accordHoly Cross by one slim point ing to Bowes.
"We'll have to do more throwin the voting.
"We've never won the Lam- ing because they are stronger
bert Cup before," said Bowes. defensively than URI," said
(0 -0)
!.1X - I (1)
(24-12)
( 13 - 1I)
( 37-1 7 )
(2X -X)
(X -4)
"It gives the players something Bowes.
That rushing attack of the
K,,rl
Old
Slf!V(!
to shoot for."
Undr!r
Jon
Clms
Ray
Grild
L,rngr:v1n
Grmf
Kin son
Firnskf:
Routhier
The UNH defense held URI game was led by AndreUl'IM at
Rhode Island and its star QB Garron, who made a successful
UNH
HC
UNH
UNH
HC
HC
UNH
Holy Cross
Tom Ehrhardt to only 12 points return to the line-up. Mike
BU at
in UNH's 14-12 win. That was Shriner and David Orr chipped
UConn
BU
BU
BU
BU
BU
BU
UConn
over ten points under its season in with 86 and 85 yards respecMaine at
average. They will have to come tively.
Maine
Maim:
M;iine
Mnlll f!
Mil1nf!
Mnmf!
Howmd
Howard
"Andre's a little banged up
up with another stellar perforDelaware at
but he'll be ready for Saturday,"
tomorrow.
mance
Del
0£!1
0£!1
Dr!!
Dr!!
UMass
De l
UMass
The Holy Cross offense has said Bowes.
The Wildcats, winners of six
Richmond at
outstanding tailback in Gill
an
NE
R1c:hmond
R1 c: hmond
NE
R1<:hmond
Ric:hmom!
R,c:hmond
Northeastern
Fenerty, a transfer from LSU. straight, will be out for revenge
He has rushed for 95 5 yards and against the Crusaders, because
Wqshin~Jton at
USC
Wash
USC
Wash
Wa sh
Wash
Wash
USC
five touchdowns, including 158 the Crusaders have come out on
last week in a losing effort top in the last two games to grab
yards
against B.U. Complementing a 6-4 lead in the team series.
Fenerty is fullback Chuck Doyle, Two years ago UNH lost 28-0
who has 374 yards and nine in Worcester and last year lost
42-30 in Durham.The team that
TD's.
In what was one of the toughest weeks in the hisfory of the Morning Line only three people
makes the big plays should come
tailback
best
the
is
"Fenerty
Old
The
3-3.
went
all
Grad
Under
the
and
managed a 500 record. Jon Kinson, Ray Routhier
we've seen since B.U.'s Paul out on top in this battle of two
Grad lost to them with a 2-4 record, therefore adding another $50 to the UNH I 00 Club, but he
of the nation's best, and big
Lewis," commented Bowes.
did defeat the guest Ted Eynon who was a woeful 1-5. This week's guest is Karl.
If the Wildcat defense man- plays have been the story of this
ages to contain that potent year's Wildcat squad.
rushing attack, they still have
to deal with QB Peter Muldoon,

By Steve Langevin
It's said that adversity brings
people together.
Adversity has certainly befallen the UNH women's volleyball team recently, with two
of its starters suffering injuries
that have put them out for the
year.
Thalia Chaltas was the first
to go down, a couple of weeks
ago at UConn with a knee injury.
The latest casuality is setter Sue
Bechard, who broke her leg in
a car accident· this week.
Wednesday night, with both
those players on their minds,
the Wildcats took the floor and
played hustling, inspired volleyball in gaining a victory over
Salem State and suffering a loss
to a powerful Northeastern
team.
"Thalia and Sue were on a lot
of people's minds," said hitter Colleen Cody. "We pulled together and went out there to win
for them and for ourselves."

Gridders to battle the Cross
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